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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an attempt to defend the somewhat 

outrageous view that the only things we need consider to 

be real are experiences. A serious objection to this view 

is that we seem to talk of things other than experiences, 

and that such talk is apparently unavoidable. But in 

Chapter One it is argued that if non-experiential talk 

can be interpreted in what is called a 'non-representational' 

way, then the apparent reference to non-experiential entities 

can be considered illusory. In Chapter Two a method of doing 

this is outlined. The key concept here is that of the 

'acceptability of a sentence relative to a set of experiences.' 

Roughly, it is proposed that a semantic theory be a system 

of rules that determines this property for any assertoric 

sentence and any set of experiences. In Chapter Three the 

concept of truth is discussed in terms of the ideas 

already introduced. It is argued that we should recognize 

two kinds of truth - what are called 'redundancy truth' and 

'empirical truth'. Empirical truth is more inportant for 

our purposes, but we have to recognize that there may b~ 

some sentences that are neither empirically true nor empiri-· 

cally false. Although this might be thought to necessitate 

a revision of classical bgic, it is argued that this is in 

fact not so. 
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The last chapter contains an evaluation of the 

traditional empiricist conception of experience and attempts 

to defend the following: the epistemological priority of 

experiences; the withholding of ontological status from 

physical things; and the rejection of solipsism. There is 

also a comparison (though only a limited one) between the 

present theory and the verificationisrn of M.A.E. Dummett. 
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CHAPTER ONE: A CLARIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Let us begin with an attempted clarification of 

the problem of realism. Firstly it is obvious that to 

talk simply of 'realism' is merely shorthand. There are 

different forms of realism each asserting the existence 

of a distinct category of objects. There is realism with 

respect to moral properties, beauty, universals, physical 

things and so on. In saying that I am defending 

'irnmaterialism', I mean that I am opposing realism with 

respect to the category of physical things. To ask about 

the correctness of realism with respect to some category 

of objects is arguably to ask a verbal variant of the 

question of whether we should be 'qntologically committed' 

to that category of objects. But before we try to answer 

this question for any category of objects at all, it is 

clear that we must address ourselves to a more fundamental 

one viz. what is it for a given theory to have a particular 

ontological commitment; or: how do we decide what the 

ontological commitments of a given theory are? This is the 

question that W.V. Quine tackles in his famous paper •on 

What There Is." 1 Quine's answer is that a theory is 

or.tologic~lly cornrnittted to thos·e things which the bound 

variables of its sentences must be considered to range over 

2 for those sentences to be true. Here there is an implicit 

assumption that the theory is expressed in a canonical 
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notation of quantifiers and bound variables, but this is 

no problem since presumably all theories worth having can be 

put into that form without any difficulty (i.e. into some 

notation of quantifiers and bound variables, not necessarily 

Quine's, which might be regarded as too restrictive for 

certain purposes). Another point is that for 'sentences' 

we should understand here 'unanalyzable sentences'. The 

theory may contain sentences that look as if they require 

the postulation of certain kinds of objects for their bound 

variables to range over, but which can in fact be analyzed 

into sentences for which this is not true at all, and, as 

Quine himself recog~izes}, we only want to accept the 

apparent commitments involved in an analyzable sentence 

if they are also involved in its analysans. 

An example which Quine gives of the application 

of the criterion involves considering a theory which 

contains, or entails, the sentence 'Some species are 

cross-fertile' . 3 Assume that the sentence is unanalyzable. 

If the theory is expressed in the canonical form of 

quantified logic, the sentence will have the structure ( dJ<} 

Now it is clear that if we accept the theory 

in question, then on Quine's criterion, we must suppose that 

there are things wich are species, (i.e. universals like 

'Lion' ·.fHomo Sapiens' etc. not just the individual creatures 

that are instances of these universals), and things which 



are cross-ferti.le, s.ince s.uch things are clearly needed for 

the variahle / 
}t.. >in the above sentence to range over- for 

the s.entence to be true. But, Quine points out, the fact 

that the theory entails this sentence does not mean that 

it commits us to the universals 'specieshood' and 'cross-

fertility'. The sentence does not contain bound variables 

which need to range over these latter things. Here, then, 

we have a clear example of how Quine's criterion can be 

used to distinguish between ontological commitments which 

a theory only seems to have and those which it really 

does have. 4 

One aspect of Quine's criterion that one might 

wish to criticize is its failure to take account of what 

might be called 'conditional' ontological commitments as 

well as 'categorical' ones. Such conditional commitments 

exist and are often very important. For example, modern 

chemical theory is not categorically committed to the 
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existence of plutonium. This theory would still be true even 

if there were no plutonium, for it only tells us what 

properties plutonium will have if it exists. But it could be 

said to be conditionally committed to the existence of 

plutonium in the sense that certain possible facts concerning 

the properties of certain materials together with portions 

of the theory concerned with the recognition of substances 

from their properties would support the belief that 



plutonium existed (support but not entail, since it would 

always be possible to interpret the results of the test for 

plutonium in some other way). What this seems to suggest 

is that we should regard Quine's criterion as a criterion 

of categorical ontological commitment only and that we need 

4 

to add to it a criterion of conditional ontological commitment 

which might run as follows: a theory is conditionally 

committed to ¢swhen some possible state of affairs would, 

if one accepted the theory, support a statement unanalyzable 

within the theory which (i) contained a bound variable that 

had to be regarded as including ¢J within its range and 

which (ii) would not be supported by that possible state 

of affairs alone. 

Simplicity recommends a further modification to 

Quine's conception of the matter. This modification produces 

the following for the criterion of categorical commitment: 

a theory is categorically committed to¢swhen it entails 
1
(-:I., JA.u' ,~'Y't'- as an unanalyzable sentence. And for conditional 

commitment we get: a theory is conditionally committed to 

?s when a possible state of affairs, taken with the theory 
I J 

itself, supports @xJ<?~ as an unanalyzable sentence 

and the latter is not supported by that possible state of 

affairs alone. These criteria seem to embody a considerable 

simplification without departing from the spirit of Quine's 

original. 



I think that thi_s Quinian notion does indeed capture 

part of what is involved in believing that there exists a 

certain category of objects. But I now wish to raise doubts 

about whether it captures a·11 of what is involved. I wish 

to argue that what objects a theory is committed to depends 

not just on the content of the theory but also on the kind 

of semantics that is given for the expressions of the theory. 

Physics, on the face of it, seems onto:l~,g,ically-
. ~ . . 

committed to such objects as neutrinos. But if we refuse 

to give as our semantic theory for the language of physics 

one which, intuitively speaking, makes the statements 

putatively referring to such objects genuinely refer to 

them -- for example a theory like that which Davidson and 

other writers have been developing from Tarski's theory of 

truth5 -- then arguably the commitment to these objects is 

only apparent. CI shall henceforth refer to such theories as 

'representational'). It will rightfully be asked at this 

point what kind of semantics we could use instead. One 

possibility is that we simply let the theory which uses this 

language be its own semantics -- that we recognize no 

semantics for the language of the theory over and above the 

theory itself. For example, to explain the semantic 

functioning of the word 'neutrino' in physics we would on 

this plan simply say what physics says (in general) about 

neutrinos. 



(It is not absolutely accurate to say that, according to 

this method, we let the theory be its own semantics. For 

the theory will talk about (say) protons (or at least 

appear to talk about protons) while the semantics will 
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talk about sentences in which words like 'proton' will 

occur. It would be more accurate to say that the semantics 

consists of a mentioning of every sentence that the theory 

itself uses. So when we say that the theory and its 

semantics are the same, this is only a rough way of talking). 

Now it is implausible to suppose that a semantic theory 

for the expressions of physics could be tota!l~ formalistic. 

There would have to be links of some sort with observation 

and experience. But it is reasonable to suppose that 

highly theoretical expressions need not be directly related 

to anything but other expressions and that it is only 

the observational expressions themselves that are linked to 

anything 'outside' the theory itself. 6 So with respect to 

such theoretical expressions the semantics can be said to be 

non-representational. In that case even if the theory 

either-contains or entails the sentence '@V ¢:x. ) 



Cwh.e.re 1¢" is. a th.earet'i..cal predicate), it does not have 

to. lie ;regarded as: ontologi_cally cornmi tted to ¢s . For if 

thi.s: kind of semanttcs is acceptable for the theory, then 

. 'n., one is simply using the expression VJ in accordance with 

certain rules governing what sentences one can assent to, 

given that one has as:sented Car would be prepared to assent) 

to certain othe.r sentences. One is not referring to 

literally real ¢s . 

If the above is true then the conditions for 

escaping an ontological commitment are not as strict as is 

sometimes thought. An ontological commitment is not the 

sort of thing that it is easy to be entrapped in against 

one's will. To avoid the commitment it is not necessary to 

drop the theory which ostensibly talks of the entities in 

question. It is true that one cannot accept a certain kind 

of semantic theory for the expressions one uses and avoid 

7 

the commitment, and this certainly constitutes a restriction. 

But more often than not part of one's reason for choosing a 

particular semantic theory will be precisely in order to 

avoid, or to accept, a particular ontological commitment. 

Nor is it necessary, in order to avoid an ontological 

commitment, to carry out a 'reduction' which involves 

showing that we can say all that we want to say without using 

the offending expressions. All that one needs to do is to 

show that the sentences of one's theory are not to be 



interpreted by means of a representational semantics. The 

only thing that one can commit oneself to in the mere use 

of a certain theory, independently of any considerations 

concerning the kind of semantics one would accept for it, 
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is that one will affirm certain statements only when certain 

other statements are affirmed. How is it possible to read 

a genuine ontological commitment out of this? It might be 

objected that a person who uses physics without accepting an 

ontological commitment to neutrinos does not literally believe 

the theory he is using. He is merely behaving as if he 

thought physics were true. But I will not quarrel with this. 

If it is accepted, then it only means that my point will have 

to be put slightly differently -- namely, by saying that 

really believing in physics (and hence really accepting an 

ontological commitment to such things as elementary particles) 

differs from merely using it without really believing it 

(and hence not really accepting such a commitment) in the kind 

of semantics one is prepared to accept for the sentences of 

physics -- and therefore that ontological commitment sti.11 

depends upon the kind of semantics that one is prepared to 

offer for a theory. 

Let us return for the moment to the issue of 

ontological reduction briefly alluded to in the previous 

paragraph. It turns out in fact that there is a very simple 

way in which one can, in most cases, carry out a reduction 



if one wishes to. In the first place one need never assert 

any of the statements that constitute the theory. For each 

such statement S, instead of asserting S one can assert the 

metatheoretical statement that S is a theorem of -,- (where 

~is the name of the theory in question). Thus one easily 
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avoids any ontological conunitment that might have been involved 

in asserting those statements themselves, since the offending 

expressions will now only occur within quotation marks. 

Secondly, whenever in using the theory one wishes to make a 

contingent assertion employing the concepts of the theory 

(for example, in the case of physics, that there is an 

electron at such-and-such coordinates), one can replace the 

sentence S in question by the sentence ( 5 is now affirmable _, 
according to I . For the same reason as before, any 

apparent commitment to entities referred to in S drops out. 

There is clearly, however, a limitation on the use 

of this technique: one cannot use it when the class of 

objects that one wishes to eliminate is one which includes 

sentences or theories. Thus even when there is no genuine 

ontological commitment, one cannot in general perform an 

elimination of the expressions which seem to carry it. But 

this should not worry us, for, as we have seen, the escape 

from the commitment depends upon something other than the 

eliminability of the relevant expressions. One should not 

conclude from this, however, that 'reduction programs' are 
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a waste of time. It i& very interesting to know· how simple 

and linguistically economi.cal we can make a theory. It is 

simply· that we sh_ould not regard such programs as having the 

ontological implicat~ons that they are usuelly thought to 

have. 

There is a certain possihle misconception one can have 

ab.out the. criteri.on of ontological commitment being suggested 

here. One might think that the reason why giving a 'formalist' 

theory.of meaning lets us off the hook ontologically speaking 

is that al ~ho.ugh the language for which the theory of meaning 

is given talks ahout, say, electrons, the theory of meaning 

itself doe~ not (it merely talks about the word 'electron' 

and the inferential relationships which sentences containing 

that word have to other sentences), so that there does indeed 

seem to be some sort of elimination of electrons themselves. 

But it is clear that to say this would be to commit again 

the very error that we have already tried to expose -- namely, 

that of' thinking that just because a theory entails l(J.x.)¢x ~ 

it is thereby committed in the literal sense to the existence 

of c/Js . Suppose indeed that a certain theory T entails 

'{j;t)tj>x..'. To know whether there is a genuine commitment to 

r.js we must ask what kind of semantic explanation is approp

riate for the use of '?J'as it occurs in -,-. Suppose we hit _, _, 
on a certain non-representational explanation I , but I 

itself entails <(il.x)¢x 
1
• Again in order to see whether 
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the.re. i.s: a genuine commitment to ¢J involved, we must as:rc 

about the semantic functi.oning of 't;I~, this time as it occurs 

in T~ If the. explanati.on is representational, then there is 

indee.d a genuin~ commitment to r/Js . But quite possibly we may 

feel that to explain the us.e of '-¢ 1 in T 1
, we need only re

apply the principles uaed in explaining its use in T 
i.e .. non-representati.onal principles. So there is. still no 

ge.nuine commitment to f/JJ . 
I 

The mere fact that T entails 

'(#x)e/J:x.' does not mean that we have not escaped that 

commitment. What is: crucial to the question of ontological 

cprnmitment to(/;, is the repres.entationality or non-represent

ationality of the theory of meaning involved, not the latter's 

re.ference or lack of re.fere.nce to ¢J . 

Let us take a parti.cular example of the situati.on 

described above. Suppose our theory of meaning for the 

language of physics is partly 'formalist' and partly'non-

formalist'in the following manner: 'theoretical statements' 

are not given an interpretation (their 'meaning' is simply 

their 'place in the s.ystem t), but '·observational statements' 

are, their interpretation being in terms of Quine's concept 

of 'stimulus-meaning 1 •
7 Does this type of theory of meaning 

relieve physics of its commitment to, say, elementary 

parti.cles? The first thing to notice is that the concept of 

stimulus--meaning makes reference to human behaviour. Now it 

i.s true that the concepts in terms of which human behaviour 



is. de.scri.bed may· not be the concepts of physics themselves. 

We do not have to think of the movements of human bodies as 

entai.ling (in the. stri~ctest sense) the· movements of vast 

aggregates of atoms. We may use instead an ordinary pre

scientific concept of human behaviour. If we do, it will 
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be relatively easy to concede that we are not committed to 

th.e. e.lementary particles., because our reference to them has 

been ,.di.scharged t-; it does not occur in our semantic account 

of se.ntences in which th.e relevant expressions occur. But 

suppos:e instead that we d-o- ·unders.tand the behaviour in terms 

of the very· physical concepts the nature of which it was 

the purpose. of our tb.e.ory- of meaning to elucidate. Then it 

might oe thought that we have not after all 'conjured away' 

the '·refe.rents '· of those concepts -- the elementary 

parti.cles and so on. But it i.s clear that if the reasoning 

of the prev~ous paragraph is sound, then that thought would 

he incorrect. And yet we may· sti.11 feel uneasy. And this 

uneasiness is perhaps justified if it arises out of a doubt 

as to whether th~s: is an adequate kind of semantic theory 

for the language of physics, but not if the cjoubt concerns 

wne.ther or not th.e ontologi.cal commitment is discharged if 

it is: adequate.' Reasons: will be given later for supporting 

that first doubt (it is clear to Qegin with and this is 

perhaps what causes the uneasiness referred to above -- that 

there is some kind of circularity involved in the explanation; 
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though merely to point this out is not, as we shall see, 

enough). 

Another pos:sib.le misunderstanding that one might 

fall into is that of thinking that we have brought to light 

two different 'k~nds of reality' -- one associated with 

representational theories of meaning and the other associated 

with non-representational theories of meaning. This would 

perhaps do as a loose statement of our position, but it would 

be better to think of there being two quite different senses 

of the word 'real' which have very little in common, rather 

than two kinds of reality. 8 It is also somewhat misleading 

to say that we are arguing that we can avoid our apparent 

ontological commitments by treating the objects concerned as 

'useful fictions'. For all that is needed in using a non-

representational language is that one follow the rules of the 

language. Of course it may be psychologically helpful, when 

one uses certain expressions of the language, to imagine 

them as referring to entitites that have the same full-

blooded kind of reality as is associated with representational 

language, but it is not essential. If one uses a language 

in which there is ine.liininab.le quantification over, say, sets, 

th_e.n one ge.ts out of attributing literal reality to sets 

Ci.f one wants to get out of that) by refusing to give a 

representational semantics for the set-expressions of the 

language, not by subs.ti.tuting 'imagined reality' for 
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'genuine reality'. 

The conclusion of our discussion may be expressed 

thus: a theory i.s categorically committed to the 

t1J l /-1 ) I ('full-blooded') reality- of yn where (i) it entails \:ZX r/;.Jt.. 

as an unanalyzahle sentence and (ii) the use of '¢ / in the 

theory is to be explained representationally (I shall omit 

the definiti.on of t conditi.onal commitment' which is an 

obvious extens·ion of this2. It might be asked just why 

we base the notion of ontological commitment so crucially 

on the notion of a representational semantics. In fact it 

is very difficult to find an argument for this. But hopefully 

the use of an argument~ will be conceded to be inappropriate. 

All we can do is present the criterion to the reader and simply 

ask him to judge whether or not it bri~gs out what he had 

in mind when he ~hought :about 'ultimate' or 'honest-to-God' 

reality. It is my belief that if he also bears in mind the 

accompanying comments that appear in this chapter, the 

judgement will be affirmative. 9 

In this chapter we have only considered what is in-

valved in believing a certain category of objects to be 

truly real. We have not considered the question of what 

objects we should regard as real. My answer to this is 

experience§,and experiences alone. This answer is defended 

in the fourthchapter. 



CHAPTER TWO: SKETCH OF A NON-REALIST APPROACH TO SEMANTICS 

1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

In this chapter we shall describe and illustrate 

an approach to semantics which is non-representational with 

respect to all expressions other than experiential ones 

and which, in view of the findings of the previous chapter, 

is therefore non-realist with respect to everything except 

experiences. It should be pointed out that our concern at 

the moment is almost entirely expository. We leave the 

treatment of major criticisms arddoubts to the last chapter 

-- the method must be fully understood before we can see 

which criticisms are to the point. 

One of the crucial features of the theory which I 

advocate is that it is not 'reductionistic,' that is, it 

does not seek to provide a method of translating sentences 

apparently not about experiences into sentences that clearly 

are about experiences. This distinguishes it from the 

theory known as 'phenomenalism'. It is well known that 

phenomenalism is extraordinarily difficult to maintain 

particularly because of considerations having to do with its 

reductionistic character. I have no hope of being able to 

bolster it up. We shall see later how the theory which I 

advocate manages to cope better with some of the difficulties 

raised by phenomenalism. 

15 



How:-e.ver, there i.s one important feature which 

the pres:ent me.th.ad does share ·with phenomenalism, This 

is i.ts concepti.on of the nature of expe.rience. 

Phenomenalism conceives. experience in terms or ~sense

data' -- the 'ideas' of Locke and Berkeley and the 

'impressions' of Hume. In recent years these entities. 

have become very unpcpular. Rowever, I believe that unlike 

the arguments against reductionism, the ·argume.nts against 

sense-data thems.elves can be countered.. I. shall try to 

s.bow this in my las.t chapter. I am, then, advocating a 

form of anti-realism with respect to the texternal worldt 

that takes sens~e--data as basic, though_ not i.n the sense 

of effecting a straightforward translation or non-sense

datum statements. into sens.e-datum statements... We now 

proceed to an account of how anti-realism can be maintained 

without such translatahi.lity. 

16 



2. AGCEPTABILITY 

In this. work. we confine ourselves to assertoric 

language i.e. language which, intuitively speaking, is 

used to indicate states of affairs. A key concept in our 

analyBis of such language is that of the acceptability1 

of a sentence relative to a given set of experiences. This. 

is a numher that indi.cates the likelihood that the 

sentence in questi.on is true gi.ven only that all the 

memhers of the set do indeed occur. It is via this notion 

that our semantic theory is given its pragmatic significance. 

For the appropriatenes.s of uttering a certain sentence in 

the assertoric mode depends to a large extent on the 

acceptability of the sentence relative to some set of 

experiences - perhaps the set of all experiences the 

utterer could reasonably be expected to think of bringing 

to bear on the question of the senter.ce '-a truth. A further 

reason for making acceptability2 basic is that~ as we shall 

see, it can be used to define 'truth' (despi.te the fact that 

we actually invoked 'truth' above to give a brief intuitive 

explication of acceptability). And it is acceptability that 

enables us to be anti-realists with respect to non-ex

periential entities without resorting to phenomenalistic 

reductionism. For what we shall require semantic principles 

to do is not to tell us whether theocctrrence of any given 

17 



set of experiences is a necessary and sufficent condition 

for ai~ rron.;.·eJtp.er:1&n;t1:al sentence's truth, but rather what 

the acceptability of such a sentence is relative to that 

set of experiences. It seems clear that if the semantic 

principles governing non-experiential language achieve no 

more than that - or, strictly, as we shall see, do no more 

than combine with inductive and deductive principles to 

achieve that -- then such language is being treated no more 

representationally than it is in the phenomenalist's 

analysis. 

We shall begin by stating more exactly what our 

notion of acceptability relative to a set of experiences is 

intended to represent. In general the acceptability of 

I' relative to the set l..t°«Sis the likelihood that f given 

all the characteristics of alL.the members of {x;.J. 3 

Now suppose we wish to represent in this scheme the like-

lihood that{' given that there exists an experience having 

the (possibly complex) property 'fl'. With a certain 

qualification to come later, this likelihood will be the 

18 

acceptability of~ relative to any set that has, as its sole 

member, a f/ (i.e. an experience with property P) , except 

of course where there are no Y" s. If indeed there are none, 

it is the acceptability thatt-J would have relative to any 

such set, if there were rs (by this means, we avoid having 

to include 'possible experiences' amongst the members of the 
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sets relative to whi,ch_ sentence.s have acceptab.iliti.es:)_ .. 

Similarly, if there are. experiences that have S"' and (di.s.tinct l 

experiences th.c~t have X , the_ likelihood that I' , gfve.n 

that there is an experience with 'I' and a (distinct l 

experience with X i.s, with_ the s.ame qualification hi-nted at 

above, the acceptability of p., reiati.ve to--an.y·_-s.et:-.which. 

has. as its only two members a >"'and a X ; and if it is not 

the case that there exis.t distinct $"' s and X s, it is. th.e 

acceptabi.lity that I' would have relative to any such set, if 

distinct '// s and X s did exist. 

The 'further qualification' mentioned abovec is this: 

the likelihood that,o given that there is a 'I" (to take the 

simpler of the two examples) must be incapable of being 

affected by any other characteristics that the ~might have 

(if this is not so, then this likelihoood cannot be represented 

in our scheme). For suppose this condition is not __ satisfied. 

Assume first there are ~s. The acceptability of /'relative 

to any set whose one member is a Y-'will depend on all the 

characteristics of that ~. So only if /' 's likelihood given 

that there is a 'f' could not be affected by other possible 

characteristics of the sPwill this acceptability represent 

the likelihoood that f given only that there is a 'JI . 
~uppose alternatively that there are no ¥'s. The 

suggestion given above is that the likelihood that/' given 

that there is a cp is the acceptability that/' would have 
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. relative to any set containing only a Y' if there ~ 9's. 
But again this is only so if other possible characteristics 

of the ~could not affect the likelihood that /:J . For 

if this condition is not satisfied, there will be no one 

acceptability thatF' would have relative to any set contain

ing only a I.// if there were ~ s; in such a case one would get 

different acceptabilities for the different characteristics 

of the various possible t./'s. 

Besides the notion of acceptability relative to a 

set of experiences there is also the important notion that 

I have chosen to refer to as the satisfaction of a sentence 

by a set of experiences. A sentence Sis satisfied by a set 

of experiences !:.when an examination of all the members of 

- 4 E would render S certain. Clearly, for S to be satisfied 

by£. it must be experiential in content, and further it must 

be about some or all of the experiences that constitute ~. 

In fact ~ satisfies .S when .S consists entirely in a correct 

description (whether partial or complete) of some or all of the 

members of 1: . If S does no more than attempt to describe 

members of £precisely then there is only one other 

possibility besides its being satisfied by I:. -- what I refer 

to as /E.'s contrasatisfying it -- where a complete examination 

of all members of ~would render it certain to be false 

(clearly S is contrasatisfied by ~ just in case ""-5 is 

satisfied by E ) . A semantic system will be so designed 
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that a sentence S can only have an acceptability relative 

to !:.if it both fails to be satisfied and fails to be contra

satisfied by Ji. . 

It might be wondered why, instead of invoking the 

notion of satisfaction, we do not instead talk of a 

sentence having maximum acceptability. The fact is that in 

our system there is no maximum acceptability. The full 

defence of this will have to wait until a little later to 

emerge. In the meantime we can at least note that while the 

conventional course might appear technically superior, the 

pre::errtone is perhaps better both from a philosophical and 

from a heuristic point of view. The situation in which a 

sentence is satisfied by an experience-set is qualitatively 

different from that in which it has an acceptability relative 

to that set. In our scheme, there are four distinct kinds 

of situation to be recognized. In the first two the sentence 

S consists entirely in a precise description of some or 

all of the members of the experience-set 1= . The first 

situation is that in which E satisfies S , the second that 

in which E. contrasatisfies it. Here the question of S's 

acceptability relative to G -- of how likely S is on the 

basis of /£ -- does not arise (or more accurately we should 

adopt the Russellian approach and say that any sentence 

attributing a value to the acceptability of ~ relative to ~ 

( Als,(J) is false because A(~~~,) does not exist). In the third 
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kind of situation S trans.cends a mere. des.cripti.on of the 

content of E hut £hears upon its truth_ to a greater or 

les.s.er degree. -- here A(s~£) does exist. Finally, in the 

fourth type of situati.on £. i.s simply irrelevant to · S , so 

as b.efore A {s, E.,) does not exist. 

How in general is A(.S.,.£)dete.rmined? Here we ·must 

introduce the notion of an inferential facto~ of S 
relative to £ These are of two kinds: posi.ti:Ve ·inferential 

'factors. (or 'pos.iti.ve. factors:" for short 1 and negative 

inferential factors: (or 'negative factors:t: 1.. A positive 

factor of S' relative to F- i.s a prima fac·ie reason for 

heli.eving that S is true on the hasis of Ii . A ne.gative 

factor of S relative to E is a prima facie reason for 

heli.eving that S is false on the basis of £. .. Each. 

inferential factor of S wi.11 consist of a set of premisses 

and the conclusi_on, S itself (or "'"5 in the case of a negative 

fact6r). The premisses. are sets of analytically equivalent 

s.entence.s. (They may thus be vieweli almost as '·propositions t.2 

A (s,~) will be determined by the strengths of the inferent

ial conne:cti.ons involved in the various positive and negative 

factors. that S has- relative to ~ and by certain properties 

of the members of their premisses. Deductive and inductive 

rules will tell us: that when there exist sentences .s;, sl.···-. s~ 

with. certatnproperties and a further sentence S bears a ', 

certain relation to these sentences, S wi.11 have an inferential 



factor relative to F- of a certain strength with ~,.,,r:l, ... CI"' 

as premisses, where each Oli is the set of all sentences 
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and negative factors of whi.ch their negation·s. are conclusions .. 

It should be noted that onee S and· 1£ are fixed and the rules 

of the system are fixed, A (s,~ is fixed too. S only has 

an acceptability relative to IE. in virtue of one or more 

applications of rules of the system. Acceptability cannot 

transcend the operation of these rules; in effect, the rules 

define what acceptability is. 

It might be wondered why the premisses of inferential 

facto~s are not sentences but sets of analyt~cally equivalent 

sentences. The answer to this is very simple: we do not 

want to couftt separately an inference from, for example, 

/~ to 'i and an inference from /'VJ' to 'f, On our 

method both of these inferences will be subsumed under 

the inferential factor whose premiss is the equivalence-class 

containing both /' and /-'VI' and whose conclusion is i 
As we shall see later, this problem of preventing duplication 

of inference-patternswill necessitate other more complex 

stipulations at certain points. 

We are now in a somewhat better position to defend 

the absence of an upper bound to our acceptabilities. 

Suppose we have a sentence S which is supported by a number 

of inductive positive factors. Suppose also that we keep on 

discovering further inductive positive factors for S . 

For the acceptability of S to have an upper bound, either 

the new factors must become redundant beyond a certain point 



or the extent to which the addition of a new factor 

contributes to the acceptability of S must be constantly 

diminishing. But this seems highly artificial. At what 

point should the redundancy begin or, if there is a 

constant diminution in the weight of the successive 

contributions, what will the rate of Eiiminution be? The 

answer to either question can only be arbitrary, it seems. 

There would appear to be a confusion here between the 

probabilistic facts themselves and the use we make of them. 
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We may decide for practical reasons to ignore furthEr ev~dence 

when the evidence we already have is very good. But such a 

tendency should not be incorporated into the probabilistic 

system itself. Of course, the rejection of a maximum 

acceptability does have the unfortunate consequence of making 

it impossible to identify acceptabilities with mathematical 

probabilities. 

A system for determining the acceptabilities of 

sentences relative to sets of experiences will have at least 

the following ingredients: 

(i) A representational theory of the meaning of certain 

precise experientialexpressions. This might take the form of 

a Tarski-Davidson-style truth-conditions theory. A set of 

experiences ~ will satisfy a sentence S just in case the 

obtaining of the truth-condition associated with S by the 

representational theory is rendered certain by the totality 



of characteris.ti.cs of all the members of £ , and will 

contrasatisfy it just in case its non-obta.in.ihg is rendered 

certain by the same. 
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(ii) A series of semantic principles governing both 

logical and non-logical expressions. These may take the form 

of straightforward axioms or axiom- sche~as or they may be 

rules attributing positive and negative factors to senten~es 

when there exist other sentences supporting or under-

mining them. 

(ii.i) Inductive rules. These do the same as th.e above,. 

but on the basis of inductive rather than semantic con-

riections. 

(iv) A definition of 'deductive consequencet. This 

will provide th.e basi.s for the notion of a 'theorem'· (a 

deductive consequence of some of the axioms, wh.ether logical 

or aemantic) and for the notion of tanalytically equivalent' 

(_ P and Q are analytically equivalent when ';:Q 7is a 

theorem of the system). 

(v) A Rule of Entailment. Thi.s is th.e deductive rule 

of the system whose approximate function has already been 

described on page 23. A more accurate characterization 

would run as follows: the rule states the conditions under 

which an experience-set /£ gives support to a sentence S 

in virtue of S's being a deductive consequence of some 

set o/ of sentences not containing S . There are two cases: 



that in which the entailment of S hy \i makes it the case 

that S is satisfied by £ and that in which_ the entailment 

creates a posi.ti.ve factor for S relative to IE.. whose 

premisses are. all the se.ts of analytically equivalent 

sentences containing a member of ~ Tn the latter case 

the rule wi_ll also tell us. precisely what properties of the 

:members Of---~~:_:_ C( ·'"' are relevant to (partly) determining 

.A (s,,t;), and will also indicate the fact that the strength 
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of th.e actual inferential connection is the ·maximum pos:si_ble A 

Obviously the rule appeals to th.e noti.on of ~deductive 

consequence' grounded in (iv) ahove. 

(vi.) A method of determining A(s,~ on the b.asi_s of the 

inferential connect i.ons involved in the various. inferential 

factors that S has relative to E and of the relevant 

properti.es of their premiss-members. 

Cvi.i.) Definiti_ons of all expressions that can be 

regarded as &efinable in terms of other expressions. These 

wi.11 cons.ist of all expressi_ons not dealt with. in any other 

part of the theory or more speci_fically in the semantic 

conati.tuents (i) and (ii}. Clearly many of our notions 

must be extended in obvious ways to take account of defined 

expres.s.i.ons e.g. i_f the definiens of S is satisfied by £, 

so i.s S 

An important step in the articulation of the present 

method would he to say what constituent (_vi.) consis_ted in, 



th:at is to say, how A {s.,,;.) i_s_ determined on the has is of 

:S::'s_ inferential factors.. This, however, s.eems: to involve 

2.8 

formidable difficulti.es which. I shall not attempt to resolve .. 

But what I will do is· go into a little more detail ab.out the 

Rule of Entailment. 

All applications of the Rule of Entailment involve the 

following kind of situation: a set of sentences ~ entails 

a further sentence S not contained in ol . Now there are 

two ways of further parti.cularizing thi.s situation to each 

of whi.ch corresponds. a part of the Rule of Entailment Cit 

s.hould be noted that these two particularizations are not 

exhaustive and so not every case of a set of_s.entences o( 

entailing a sentence S not contained in o/ is suitable for 

the application of the Rule of Entailment). The first is 

as follows: 

(A) Suppose at least one member of Cl is satisfied by £ 

and every member of o1 that is not satisfied by E. 

is a theorem of the system.5 

In this case what the Rule of Entailment tells us is 

very straightforward. It is simply that S itself is 

satisfied by £ 

To describe situation (B) we need a definition. 

The Acceptability of S relative to £. without inferential 

factors !,,£, ..... ~and without sentences T,,, Ti .... T""" (which 

may be written ' A ( S1 E)jL.,,,11 .... 4_., 7,.,7~ . .. TA.. 
1

is the 



number obtained when the acceptability of S relative to 

E. is calculated neglecting the inferential factors 

i,, ~l. ••. i~ that S has relative to E. and neglecting any 

inferential factor that ~ may have relative to E. whose 

existence is established by a process that makes reference 

-T - -to any of ''~I~ ... IA or their negations or any sentence 
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logically or semantically entailing them or their negations. 

Situation (B) is the following: 

S is not satisfied by IE ; at least one member C 

of ol is such that A[c,E)/S exists and is not entirely 

based on negative factors; every member of Ol of which this 

is not the case is either satisfied by E or is a theorem of 

the system; and finally no proper subset of ol entails S 

This is the kind of situation in which we get a 

positive factor for S in virtue of its entailment by CJ/ 

(though as we shall see in a moment there are further 

conditions to be satisfied). There are two things to explain. 

First: why the stipulation that no proper subset of o( 

entail S ? This is straightforward. We can add to any 

set of sentences that entails S any quite irrelevant 

sentence, and the resulting set will also entail S 
and clearly we do not want such a sentence to affect the 

acceptability of S The requirement ensures that ol 
is Minimal in the sense that every member of it is essential 

for producing S as a deductive consequence. Second: why 



do we require that at least one member C of Ci{ be such 

that A{.c/~J/S exists rather than simply A {.c,,E} ? 
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This is to prevent .S supporting or undermining itself. In 

general, any rule which generates an inferential factor on 

the basis of sentences that have acceptabilities must require 

that these sentences have acceptabilities without the proposed 

conclusion of the factor. 

We must now introduce the further conditions that 

have to be imposed on o/ and S for there to exist a factor 

of the kind in question. These conditions are intended to 

prevent duplications of essentially similar inference

patterns. Suppose Cl is ,,,,~~,.JI .s is r I J- is neither 

a theorem nor satisfied by E , and both f' and J''Y have 

acceptabilities relative to IE. without r neither of which 

is based entirely on negative factors. Then the conditions 

of situation (B) are clearly satisfied. But suppose the 

acceptability of p;:,r without r is entirely based on its 

entailment by the set 1.1":>4£ ,,9,,rf both members of which have 

acceptabilities relative to E. without ;- that are not 

based entirely on negative factors. Then the union of the 

latter set with 1j I (f PJ/''39',,-:,,r J) can its elf be taken as a 

set that satisfies, in relation to ,.. , the conditions being 

imposed on cJ and S in the description of situation (B) , 

but we do not want an inferential factor for r- based on its 

entailment by t/,/"~rJ and another based on its entailment 
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hy· /f',f' /4'--.1 j,::Jr].. We. re.fer to this kind of situation as 

'Total DuplicatiDn Type A in relation to {J",j"-:>rj and r . t 
It nece.ssi.tates. rejecting the possible factor for r based 

on it~~ entailment by 'f.p~r;,rJ. In the case we have 

deacribed, the inferential factor will be attached to 

~>t)_,1':>1-~1-;,r}, pr9vi.d.ed that no total duplication (either 

of type A or of type B or C to be described below) occurs in 

re la ti.on to this set and r . The method has the effect, 

1:aughly speaking, of bringing us back to the most complex 

8.et from which. r can be derived. 

Now suppose we. take fl/ to b.e [p,p~~~ s;,,- J and S 

to be r and we assume that p and f';,9, both have accepta

bi.liti.es. relative to ;;. without r that are not entirely based 

on negative factors, that 9'.:J,. i.s satisfied by E and that 

r is not a theorem and is not satisfied by /; Then r:i 

and S satisfy the conditions of situa~ion (B). But 

suppose p:1r is sati&fi.ed by E . Then we want the factor for 

r to he based on ita entailment by ll'.,f'~r J not on its 

entai.lment by lJ', p ::> tj,~'J~>']. The description of this case 

would b.e 'Total Duplicati.on Type B in relation to ~,/'::>$,, llJ;:1>' j 
and r- It necessitates rejecting the possible factor 

5~,.. r bas:ed on its entai.lment by [ 1-'-- /' 7:1'1,,. / l:J, j,.] Unlike 

in the former case, it is the simpler, not the more complex, 

s.et tb.at we prefer the factor to be associated with .. 

Now consider the following s.ituation: the set 
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[pt! 't 1 f':Jr J if taken as. c:;l , sat is.fies the conditions of 

s.i.t ua ti.on (B 2 wi.th_ r taken as S and th.ere fore looks as. if it 

might give rise to a factor for J- . Suppose also that the 

grounding for pee,,. consts.ts in an acceptability relative to 

E without r and that this. rests on seoarate evidence for 
' -

,, and for '2. independent of r Clearly Ati-'..,6)/rwill be 

. greater than A~f,.,t)/r. We would therefore be making our 

ease for r unnecessari.ly weak if we we.re to use th_e set 

il,,o&!,_,,;=>r]instead of the set [P"/':Jrj. We therefor·e 

eh.oose the latter rather than the former. Thi.s. kind of 

:situati.on would he referred to as tTotal Duplication Type C 

in relation to 1 pt!t:J, ""~r J and r 
Based on thes.e considerations the further condition 

whi.ch the Rule of Entailment imposes on ri and S for 

there to e.xis.t a posi.tive factor for S has.ed on i.ts 

entai.lment by o/ (whos.e premisses are all the s.et s of 

analyti~ally equivalent sentences containing a member of 

o/ 2 is. that none of the following three. si.tuations obtain: 

:rotal Duplication Type A in relati.on to o/ and S 6 occurs. 

when th.ere ts a set of sentences p and a sentence p7 such 

that: 

Ca) P E () 

Cb.l P entai.ls F 
Cc2 {J # f ,P J 
(d 2 j3 (,/ (cJ U f 1' 1 ') s.ati.sfies in re la ti.on to S all 



the condi.ti.ons. so far imposed on o/ in relati.on to S . 

Ce) A(~ £)/S exists:. 

Cf) A (J::!, t::)/S is. entirely based on the entailment of 

p by /S . 
~rotal Duplication Ty.cpe B in relation to \JI a·nd .S 6 occurs 

11.Jhen there is a s·et of sentences Y and a set of sentences 

).. 8 such that: 

(a). Y is: a proper sub.set of ol 
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Cb.lA.U(d.n"lJsatisfies in relati.on to S all the condi.tions. 

s:o far imposed on ti in relation to S . 

Cc 2 Every memb.er of A i.s ei tt_er sati.sfied by· £ 
or i.s a theore.m. 

(d l Not every member of 1' is either sati.sfied by £ 

or i.s a theorem4 

Tot·a.:1 Duplicati.on Type· G i·n re·1ati·o·n to cl and· S 

wh.en there are s·entences f<, and #-z 9 such. that: 

Ca 2 R, C::.ol 

(b.} R., entails ~l. but is not entai.led by it. 

6 oc·curs 

Cc)_ fRLjLl(<i fl !~1S')satisfies in relati.on to S the 

condi.tions s·o far imposed on o( in relation to S . 

and A (Jt2 .,~both exist and the former 

i.s. smaller than the. latter. 

A finalaspect of the Rule of Entailment that we shall 

consider is the question of what property of a premiss

memb.e.r H of an inferential factor of S relative to E is 



relevant to the determination of ,4.[t,E.)in the case where 

that premiss-member is neither a theorem nor satisfied 

by E:. One might think it would always be simply A{H£)/S 

This is unfortunately not true. Let us go back to the 

situation described on p. 30, but modify it in one respect: 

let us suppose that A{p,:,r,£)/r is based not entirely on 

the entailment of p-;,, by f p.:>1,,.., o;,,rJ but only partly 

there is other evidence for P'' as well. Suppose also that 

f p,1':>1£-; 1-:::>'" J enjoys no kind of total duplication in 

relation to r and so there is a positive factor for r based 

on its entailment by that set. In this case, provided that 

there is nothing that .,._..,ould give rise to any kind of total 

duplication in relation to fftP",. j ana r , we have what is 

described below as 'Partial Duplication 1 in relation to 

r , and although we want there to be a posi-

tive factor for /1' based on /p,p:>rJ we do not want to take 

.A t/~,,.,J;.)jr as the relevant property of p:>r to be 

considered in assessing A(r,f:.) since that would include the 

contribution made to ,,, by lP'J,, J',.f which would be 

duplicating the effect of !p, p:1</, ,,,_,,.{. Rather our 

representation of the 'strength' ofp,r must (for the purpose 

of this assessment) neglect the factor that it owes to its 

1entailment by [I' "'t., j ">/" J . This situation can also be 

used to illustrate what I have chosen to call 'Internal Cir

cularity' . If //,J''t."1'~'Js not totally duplicated in relation 



to r I and if p .=-" gains some kind of support from 

/:'~,. , then we have a case of Internal Circularity 

in relation to lJl,P'J _,_=>,. J and r The appropriate 

response in this case is to neglect the support that P~S 

9ets from p .>r in our representation of the strength of 

,,,,, as a premiss-member of the positive factor for r 
based on r I .S entailment by 11'~ p ;:t4j. "tJ..'r J, Otherwise 

we are, as it were, supporting r by a process in which 

l'~' supports itself (in detail the situation would be 

this: r:1r supports 1 say~~:>,, i r ,,. combines with ci, :Jr 
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to support ,- .,,. ; p ~ r combines with p to support r . 
We must now formally define Partial Duplication 

and Internal Circularity. 

Partial Duplication in relation to o/ and s 6 occurs 

when total duplication does not occur in relation to o/ 

and S , but there are sets of sentences l.u and ~ and 

a sentence P lO such that: 

(a) p <: 0/ 

(b) p is a subset of (A..) 

( c) A (P,§)/S exists and is based partly, but not 

entirely on the entailment of r by ~ 
( d) There is a positive factor for s based on its 

entailment by W . 

(e) lA.J entails every member of d 

Internal Circularity in relation to ci and S 6 occurs 
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when total duplication does not occur in relation to 0( 

and S , but there is a set of sentences 'r and a sentence 

Q 11 satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) 'l' is a proper subset of Cif 

(b) (' entails Q 

(c) ~ r iQ 1 
(d) 1Q. ]U (oi 117'Jentails S 

(e) A member of 7 is supported in some way by Q 

We must now state which property of a premiss

m(=mber of a positive factor relative to G based on C:l 's 

entailment of S is relevant to the determination of A(s,E). 

If partial duplication obtains in relation to ~ 

and S , the relevant property of the premiss-member M 
is A {N,r:,Jfr,, 1:z ··· ~ ~ S where ~~,, ~z ... ~1'1. are all the 

inferential factors based on the entailment of a P by 

a. corresponding jJ ( f' and j3 . as defined on p. 3 5 above) . 

If internal circularity obtains in relation to ~ 

and S the relevant property of H is t4{~~£Ytft,,.,J),2 ... J1,"' S 

where Jl,,Jl,l. ... Jl,A are all the positive factors pertaining 

to the support of a member of '"Y by a corresponding Q 

( '}' and Q are defined on p. 36 above) . 

If partial duplication and internal circularity occur 

in relation to ~ and S , the relevant property of /-1 is 

obviously A (.M,E)/z,;1 S.1. •.. ~,, clL,,, cll.,, ... fl", s with the z; s 

and ~i S as defined above. 



3. SEMANTIC' ·pRINGIP-LES 

Up to now we have only been concerned with the bare 

structure of the theory. We now fill in that structure to 

some extent by indicating the sort of pi!i.nf!~pia·a t.aat··-wo'U:(l.d 

be invoked to explicate the use of non-experiential 

expressions. Let us reiterate that the method differs 

:from reductionistic phenomenalism.. We do not se.ek rules 

that will enable us to state necessary and sufficient 

~=xperiential conditions for a non-experiential sentence• s 

being true (such conditions do not, in general, even 

exist12 -- more will be said on this later). Instead 

our rules are intended to determine the acceptability 

of any non-experiential sentence relative to any given 

set of experiences whenever such an acceptability exists. 

However, we shall not attempt to develop an exact and 

detailed system of rules. That would be too complex a 

task for the present work. Rather we will try to make 

suggestions as to the kinds of rules that might be included, 

focussing attention on particular k~nds of discourae~ 

Hopefully this wi.11 be sufficient at least to make it 

plausible to suppose that the task could be carried out 

in detail. 

Color-Predicates 

We begin with a particular class of expressions 
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whi.ch- are relatively clos.ely connected with experience 

-- color adjectives as these are applied to physical 

bodies-. If we were to try to give an experiential 

definition of 'object x is blue at time t' our first 

attempt might be (assuming that we do indeed want to 

unders.tand experiences in terms of sense-data) that an 

object is blue at t j us.t in case any visual sense-datum 

of the object occurring at t would be blue. But clearly 

thi.s. will not do as: it stands.. An object can b.e blue nth

out looking hlue and can look hlue without heing blue. A 

~henomenalist might try to define 'xis blue at tt as 

'for any ob.server y if standard conditions for color-
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v~sion obtain in relation to y and 'X at t, y will have a 

blue sense-datum at t. '- Obvi.ously the phenomenalist could 

only us:e. thi_s as: a starting-point, for the defini.ens is not 

yet in purely experi.enti.al language. In particular, a purely 

expe.ri.ential definition of t standard conditions. for color

vi_sion ob.taLl"l in relation to y and x at t '- is re qui.red .. 

But such_ a definition cannot b.e given, if only because there 

i.s. no pre-s.e.t lirnit to the types of non-standard conditions 

that there can be. Things can go wrong in ways that are 

completely unforeseeable in principle1 3 Cthis is clearly 

related to the comment made earlier about the abs:ence of 

sets of necessary and sufficient experiential conditions for 

the truth of at least some non-experient~al statements). The 



method of dealing wi.th color-words whi_ch. is de.scribed below 

allows for this fact. 

I have not been able to develop a formally precise 

axiom for color-words in the use we are- concerned with. 

However, there follows an informally stated condition for 
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an object to be blue at some given time, which could be used 

as the bas_is for such a formal axiom. 

An object x is blue at t just in case there is a 

s.et of conditions, each of which is relatively 

rarely fulfilled such that, if the non-fulfillment 

of all of them is, designated as 'S': 

(a) S , in conjunction with the statement that 

there exists at t a visual sense-datum of x, 

causally implies that that sense-datum is blue. 

(b) If S causally implies the occurrence of 

some change in the state of x occurring at or 

prior to t which will or would cause any visual 

sense-datum of x existing at t to be blue, the 

truth of (a) above does not depend on th~s fact. 

(c) The existence at t of a blue sense-datum of 

x causally implies S . 

A comment should perhaps be made about the 

application of the word 'blue' here to both ohjects 

and sense-data. Obviously 'blue' differs in its meaning 

in the two applications ('blue' in its application to 



sense-data, being an experiential expression, is explicated 

in the representational part of the theory; 1blue 1 in its 

application to objects is explicated by the axiom itself), 

In our informal statement th.ere is no ambiguity, since it 

is always made clear whether 'blue' is being applied to 

an object or to a sens.e-datum. In a formal approach one 

of two possible procedures could he adopted: different 

styles of variables for objects and sense-data could be 

used, and the same predicate-symbol for 'bluet used in 

connecti.on with both, or alternatively the same style of 

variable could be used, but with two distinct tbluet-

predicates-. 

Why clause Cb)? This i.s explained b.y the fact 

that we want S to represent the conditi.on for an object 

to appear the color that it is, and so we want to rule out 

the possibility that S makes an object look blue by 

actually chang~ng ita color. Th~s is what clause (b) does. 

Much doubt about the axiom may he engendered by 

its appeal to the concept of 'causal implicati.on'. By-

'I' causally implies 'j ' I mean that /' materially implies 

'j. in virtue of s·ome kind of causal connection between the 

two. But if a causal implication is conjoined to the 

negation of its antecedent the result is a tsubjunctive' 

or 'counterfactual' conditional, a type of statement 

concerning which there have arisen many problems. Yet 
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whatever the tecbni.calities of the matter, the br·oad- lines 

of an acceptable analysis of causal implications, and 

therefore also of- counterfactual conditi.onals, seem evident 

enough.. We know the kinds of situation that jus.tify the 

assertion of a causal implication, and it is only a matter 

of achieving the. Cte.chnically, but not philosophically, 

difficult) task of stating them in a simple and consistent 

systematic way. Such. a systematization would include rules 

that would, for example, give a posi.ti.ve factor to trf 

something is F then (causally) it is Qt when high- accept-

abi.liti.es characterize b.oth_ 'l'<...J f.Jt.. ~ C·JC 1
· and also many 

(varied) positive instance.s of t Fx...64-lt.. .. HoWever, this 
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caus:al impli.cation can als_o receive indi.rect s·upport in cases 

where there are few known instances of t Px.& G-.v. t or none at 

all and our rules would have to take account of this. too .. 

In additi.on, we would need to introduce further subtleties 

to expli.cate another concept which is appealed to in our 

axi.om that of one event 1 s actually cau-sing another. However, 

there i.s no reason to suppose. that these things could not be 

done .
14 

The.ir being done would probably represent an 

important step forward in the. explication of many predicates 

applicab.le to ob.j ect s he.sides color-predicates.. For many, 

ir not all, such predicates seem to represent capacities of 

some kind and thus to be amenable to analysis in terms of 

causal impl~cations. (spatiotemporal predicates seem to be 



particularly diffi.cult express:·ions to pin down, but some of 

them at least could perhaps be. taken as representing the 

capacity to present certain visual perspectivesl~ 
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But let us- now· return to our axiom·. Row should we 

understand the term 1 condition' as it occurs there? One 

possi.bility is that we tak.e i.t to mean a sentence, but this 

would not be a sentence in the sense of a concrete utterance 

or written mark. Rath.er it would have to he a poss·ible mark 

or utterance, (and clearly this reference to the poss~ble 

would ultimately have to be cas:tre~d out in terms of' the actual, 

just as the use of causal implications has to be} perhaps 

even one belonging to a language other than the one which the 

axiom is being used to explicate. For the set of non-standard 

conditions must, as we have already remarked, constantly be 

kept open -- capable of receiving further additions. 

An example of the use of the axiom would be to show 

that if an object appears.blue at t, then the safest assumption 

in the absence of further evidence (including evidence about 

the conditions of observation) is that it is blue at t. 

This can be seen from the following reasoning: if it is not 

blue at t (but does appear blue at t - and therefore does exist 

at t), then it must be some other color at t (it is true that 

we talk of colorless physical objects -- particularly liquids. 

But 'color' in the context of the axiom can be taken to include 

absence of 'color' in the normal sense). But this other color 
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(call i_t t C t: 2 will also be governed by an axiom which tells 

us: that i_f an ohj ect i.s C at t, then for some set of 

fairly rare conditi.ons, the non-fulfi_llment of every member 

of the set, in conj unction with the statement that there 

exists_ at t a visual sense-datum of the object, causally 

implies_ that that sense-datum is C . But in that case the 

existence at t of a sense-datum of the object that is blue 

Ci. e. not C ) caus:ally implies, hy contraposition, the 

obtaining of one of the non-standard conditions which, however, 

would be a fairly rare occurrence. tierrc~ it is more reasonable 

to suppose that the object is blue at t. In short, it is 

more like.ly, ceteri_s parihus, that an object is as it 

appears than that i~ is bther than it appears. And if we 

knew als.o that one of the more common non-s.tandard conditions 

for color-vision (i.e. common compared with other non-

standard conditi.ons for color-vision, not common overall) 

did not obtain, this would further strengthen our case for 

s.aying that none of them ohtained, and therefore that the 

object was not C and hence (because this holds: for any C 

other than blueness) that ~t was blue at t (since, to 

repeat, the object ~s being C at ~.t and yet appearing blue 

at t would imply the obtaining of one of the non-standard 

conditions 2. 
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Identity-conditions 

What we are confronted with in our perceptions are 

momentary (or at least rather fragmented) episodes. From 

these fragments we construct continuous objects. Th~ ~anner 

in which the ~ragments are 'joined togethert determines the 

kind of object we get (four-dimensional 'world-linet or 

ordinary common-sense three-dimensional object, for example). 

This in turn can be expressed by identity-conditions for 

objects. Thus an important role is played by identity-

conditions in explicating th.e concept of a given type of 

object. All this follows Quine's paper "Identity, Ostension 

and Hypostasis~ 15 and, to some extent, N.L. Wilson's •space, 

Time and Individuals.• 16 But what kinds of entities are the 

'momentary episodes' referred to above? I thi.nk it would be 

a mistake to suppose that there are such things unless they 

are identified with sense-data. Quine's conception of the 

matter, which appears to invoke momentary phys.i:cal entities, 

seems to be an implausib-le attempt to gain some of the 

advantages of sense-datum theory without embracing the theory 

itself. If we can accept sense-data at all (though I admit 

that this is something yet to be defended), they can serve 

as the momentary episodes and we have no need of momentary 

physical entities. However, i.t should be noted that in 

practice we may have no expiicit mention of any process of 

compounding_sense-data. If, for example, we say that physical 



objects are.i:lenti_cal just in case they are spatiotemporally 

continuous, the consequent of this biconditional asserts the 

existence of a continuous chain of physical o~j~cts. It is 

as eviden·ce for the existence of objects at particular 

positions at particular time& that sense-data become involved. 

Nevertheless, the overall eff"ect is one of a synthesis of 

sense-data. Of: course the identity-conditions that we 

actually finish up giving for physical objects_ would have to 

be more- complex than a s:trai.ghtforward analysis in terms of 

s.pati.otemporal continuity. This would have to be worked on. 

Natural Kind Words 

Natural kind words appear to eonstitute a problem 

for an approach whi.cb tri_es to hind meanings firmly to the 

appearances of objecta. Let us assume that we can indeed 

explicate all physical properties experientially. It might 

seem natural to define 1 gold' say, in terms of a set of 

properties. But wh~ch properties should we chooae? The 

totality of properties of gold which can be- recognized by 

casual non-expert observation -- such properties as yellow

ness. and hardness -- can be possessed by things whi.ch are not 

gold. On the other hand, the properties that experts use to 

distinguish gold from other substances seem inappropriate as 

constituents of the definition of gold just because they are 

known only to experts. This makes it seem as if one can do 

no more than say that 'gold' represents gold, i.e. adopt a 
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representational and therefore a realist approach. However, 

the objection against using the expert's definition can perhaps 

be countered. It is not too implausible to say that laymen 

do not know the 'true"- meaning of the word '-gold 1 .. It should 

he note.d that not knowing the correct definiti.on of a word is 

not incom·patihle wi.th. being able to use 'it compete.n.tly· in most 

aituat~ons. For sue~ generally competent usage it is 

suffic i~ent to be acquainted with_ the more obvi.ous (and less 

re.li'.ab.le )_ properties of gold~ But _fully compet.ent us:-?-ge · 

comes: only with a knowledge of the. expert's definition and so 

the latter has the ri.ght to be regarded as. the ·t correct r one. 

There i.s: here, as. Putnam has.. pointed out, T:di.vision· of 

linguistic labor. t l 7 Thus once expli_cations of- the requisite 

phys-i.cal properties have been achi.eved, the natural kind 

words· can be defined in te.rms of th.e.se. properties:. 



4. OTHER ASPECTS OF A SEMANTIC THEORY18 

A brief comment should be made on a certain 

simplification that can be used sometimes in the calculation 

of acceptabilities. Suppose we are calculating the 

acceptability of the statement that one particular object 

0 is blue at t relative to the set of all experiences of 

some person up to t. Suppose this set includes a blue sense-

datum occurring at t. If good grounds can be given for 

thinking that this sense-datum is actually a sense-datum of 

() , then, if it is also thought likely that standard 

conditions obtain and in the absenc~ of any further relevant 

evidence, a fairly high acceptability will be attributable 

to '()is blue at t'. But what kind of grounds might one 

have for thinking that the sense-datum is one·· of .. :. 0 ') - - . 
In fact, recognition of the sense-datum as being a sense

datum of () , recognition of an immediate, intuitive kind, 

may be quite adequate. This can be justified inductively 

if the observer's experiences up to t (i.e. the set relative 

to which the acceptability of ' () is blue at t' is in 

question) include many instances of this feeling of 

recognition in relation to this type of statement, and among 

them, although there are many cases where the statement has 

been 'well-tested', there are few or no cases where its 

negation has a high acceptability relative to the entire 

set. 19 Thus we can make use of 'intuition' in the calculation 
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of acce,ptahi_lities:, prov'ided thi:s intuiti.on is, legitimized 

by evidence of successful us_e in the past. 
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One doubt wh1~h may have occurred to the ~eader in 

regard to our method concerns the use of a concept in 

explicating another concept where the second doe's: not seem 

to presuppose the first in the sense that it would be 

possible to grasp the second w1-thout having any, grasp of the 

first. Thus, for example, our explication or tbluet seems 

to requi_re that any language containing the word ':b,l,ue' 

also contain the word 'caus.e' . This ohj ecti,on hrings to 

light the fact that the use of an expression with~n the 

semantic theory does not necessarily mean that that 

expression occurs within the language which the theory is 

being used to analyze. There are therefore two kinds of' 

sentences that may be as.sessed for acceptabi.lity: those 

which are well-formed within the language itself and those 

which., as it were, belong only to the theory, and whos:e 

acceptability is only important in determining the 

acceptabilities of sentences that do belong to the language 

as well as to the theory. Thus the language must have a 

vocabulary which is a s_ub.set of the entire list of 

expres_si.ons occurring in the theory. This means that the 

same semantic theory can sometimes correspond to several 

different languages. It also perhaps allows one to talk 

of concepts 'implicitly recognized' by a language that are not 

represented hy its 'explic~t' vocabulary. 



CHAPTER THREE: TRUTH 

1. TWO KINDS OF TRUTH 

There is more than one way in which the word 'true' 

can be used. One important distinction is that between 

the use of 'true' as part of an operator which is conca-

tenated with sentences (as in 'It is true that snow is 

white') and its use as a predicate which is concatenated 

with the names of sentences, or with variables ranging over 

sentences (as in 'The sentence "Snow is white 11 is true' or 

in 'Some sentences are true'). In this chapter we shall 

be exclusively concerned with the latter use of the word. 

Even here, as we shall argue, there is at least one 

major philosophical distinction to be made. For consider a 

predicate '¢' defined by the following principle: 

A sentence 
P s~ch 
P. 

S is p just in case there is a 
that P and such that S expresses 

It seems impossible to deny that if '¢~ is defined 

in this way it must constitute ~ truth-predicate {we mall 

henceforth refer to the truth that it represents as Redundancy 

Truth). But an argument can be produced for saying that it 

is not the only kind of truth to which we should pay attention. 

The argument runs as follows: consider a sentence of the 

form rr vi., where f' and are atomic sentences and 

both concern matters remote from direct experience, such as 

the position of some body in a distant part of the universe_ 
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Imagine nevertheless that on the basis of some generalization 

we do have indirect evidence for r,:,v'j., of a type which is 

not evidence for either of the disjuncts themselves (that 

is to say, we have some reason for believimg rf'Vf:J,., . but 

we have no idea which of the disjuncts to believe). On 

this basis we might guardedly assert r,, V9., , and 

insofar as that is the case, we could also, by definition, 

guardedly assert that 'Pv'Jt., had redundancy truth. But 

consider the following possibility: it turns out that 

relative to the totality of all experiences (i.e. the set 

that consists of every experience - past, present and future 

of any experiencer, a set which we shall henceforth refer 

to as l/ , neither p nor 'j, have a very high accepta-

bility. This is a possibility which our indirect evidence 

for does not give us any reason for disbelieving, 

particularly in view of the relative remoteness from experience 

of the subject-matter of /" and ' Now it seems clear 

that if we look at the matter with an anti-realist attitude, 

then in at least one sense of 'truth', the possibility that 

we are talking about is incompatible with the truth of F ""J 7 

On the assumption that LI contains everything that there 

is, there cannot be anything in virtue of which Pvi 1 

could be said to be true, if that possibility obtains. 

So there seems to be at least one sense of truth such that 

our evidence for 'P V$ 1 does not give us any reason for 
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disbelieving a possible state of affairs that is incompatible 

with the truth of 'Pv,, 1 in that sense - and hence for 

believing that lj.11_,,., has that kind of truth, but another 

sense of truth (redundancy truth) according to which our 

evidence for 'jov"I;-~ does give us evidence for the truth 
,. ., 

of J':>V-f, . There would therefore appear to be at least 

two extensionally different varieties of truth. 

I shall refer to the new kind of truth as empirical 

truth. For a sentence to have empirical truth it would 

appear necessary that it either have a high acceptability 

relative to U , or be satisfied by U . But as the 

example just given indicates, this is not always sufficient. 

In the case of a disjunction, it must also be the case 

that at least one of the disjuncts has a high acceptability 

relative to lJ or is satisfied by lJ (in other words it 

is not sufficient that U furnish a large amount of merely 

indirect evidence for the disjunction that is not evidence 

for either of the individual disjuncts). This will be 

discussed more fully when we attempt a formal definition 

of empirical truth. What we need to observe at the moment 

is that not all classical logical theorems can be permitted 

to be empirically true. For example, a theorem of the form 

7" v--p 1 
with atomic f' will not be empirically true if 

neither of its disjuncts have a high acceptability relative 

to tJ or are satisfied by L/ - that is, if p is 
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. d . 2 in eterminate. Does this mean that we have to abandon 

classical logic? I would argue not. Notice that every ,,,. ., 
sentence of the form PV"-/" will have redundancy truth .. 

We can do our semantics for classical logic in terms of 

redundancy truth rather than empirical truth, and thus 

still have a sound metatheory for classical logic. However, 

the retainability of classical logic actually needs more 

detailed defence, which it will receive presently. 

How does the set of empirical truthsrelate to the 

set of redundancy truths? What would a Venn diagram repre-

senting these two sets look like? In fact it is not pos-

sible to answer this question since redundancy truth is · 

really a disguised indexical or 'token-reflexive' notion. 

It is not an objective state that sentences either succeed 

or fail in getting into. It would almost be correct to say 

that rs ., 
has redundancy truth is equivalent to r S 

is either analytic or the evidence available to me now favours 

S.,. 
The only problem with this is that in the case of a 

synthetic S if one asserted on one occasion that S had 

redundancy truth and on another that it did not, then according 

to this construal one would not be contradicting oneself 

or changing one's mind. There seems to be another element 

involved - namely one of personal conunitment to S 3 

In any case, it does seem wrong to say that redundancy truth 

represents any sort of objective state, in the same way as 
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empirical truth does (of course to say that there is no 

objective state involved is not to say that redundancy 

truth is a purely subjective matter. There are rules 

determining what can and cannot be asserted in various 

situations - so that if for example I claim that some sen

tence of the form f>v~f', is a redundancy truth and you 

deny it, my claim takes precedence over yours because I 

have applied the rules correctly whereas you cannot have 

done so. The point is merely that we should not think of 

the rules as determining any universally agreed state for 

sentences to be in) . It is therefore not possible to com

pare the set of empirical truths with the set of redundancy 

truths. However, it is possible to say that we would like 

the set of sentences that we would be disposed to assert 

to have redundancy truth to be the set of empirical truths 

plus the set of theorems. So as far as non-theorems are 

concerned, empirical truth is the ideal end. 



2. CAN CLASSICAL LOGIC BE RETAINED? 

In this section I wish to examine an argument 

for maintaining that our principles do not permit us to 

keep classical logic. The argument rests upon the fact 

that there may be sentences that have neither empirical 

truth, nor empirical falsity (i.e. neither they nor their 

negations have empirical truth) . It tries to show that 

Bivalance follows from the Law of Excluded Middle, and 

hence that any language conforming to classical logic can 

only admit a truth-predicate that satisfies bivalence. 

Since empirical truth does not satisfy bivalence, this would, 

if it were valid, require us to abandon classical logic if 

we wanted to hang onto empirical truth. Here is how the 

argument proceeds: rs is true, follows from S and hence 

ris . so does is true or 
1 r .., 

~S is true ; ~Sis true follows 

from ,,,,. s and hence so does rs is true or ""s .is true., i 

thus by the constructive dilenuna principle, r S is true or 

,._.5 is true 
1 

follows from r S V"" 5,. But the former is 

equivalent to the assertion that every statement is either 

true or false. So if r S V"- S., were accepted as a theorem 

the possibility of indeterminacy would have to be denied. 

The flaw in this argument is that as far as empirical 
~ ~ 4 

truth is concerned, S is true does not follow from S 
For a start, if S is analytic, the principle obviously fails, 

since analytic sentences are not empirically true. Moreover, 

the principle often fails to apply even to truth-functionally 
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complex synthetic sentences, as can be seen from the example 

on pp. 4 9-51, where evidence that supports 'p vi 1 does not 

support the empirical truth of ~ vi 1 . However, the 

argument is easily modified to take account of these facts. 

rp1 ), Let us define \S to mean rif sis synthetic and , ,. , 
atomic, is empirically true. Then /:'{S.) follows 

from s r -, 
, f'("' S) from /\. S , and so classical principles 

would produce r 1-(sJ vFt~s), which says in effect 

that every synthetic atomic sentence is determinate in empiri-

cal truth-value, a statement which is no more acceptable 

to us than the original principle of bivalence. 

How should we respond to this? The fact is that the 

move from a sentence S to the assertion that S is empiri-

cally true fails for a more fundamental reason than that 

previously indicated, and this reason also applies in the 

case of the modified argument just stated. In the inference 
r .., 

from s to re~) a confusion is made between saying that 
r. , 

certain evidence supports S , and therefore also /:'{S) , 

S r~{s),. and saying that itself supports ,- Acceptance of 

the first of these statements does not oblige us to accept 

the second. The statement that if S is synthetic and atomic, 

then the totality of evidence ultimately available (to anyone) 

favours S does not follow from S It may follow (though 

probabilistically, not logically) from the assertion that 

some well-informed person has asserted S , but not from S 
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itself. Evidence, in our system, consists in the occurrence 

of relevant experiences and, in general what a given syn-

thetic statement will justify is merely the belief that 

if there occur experiences of certain kinds, then there will 

probably also occur experiences of certain other kinds. 

There is no need to adopt principles that permit any more 

than this. Of course where S is a categorical experien

tial assertion rl"(s) 1 
does follow from s -- for in that 

case S entails the existence of th~ 'evidence' that is the 

very experience(s) that S categorically describe(s). But 

this is no problem, for determinateness of empirical truth-

value does hold for categorical experiential sentences. If 

I am not mistaken then, the new argument for the thesis that 

our principles entail abandoning classical logic fails like 

the original one. 

The ideas of the 9receding paragraphs can be used as 

the basis for a brief comparison with the intuitionist atti-

tude to classical logic. In the area of mathematics, the 

intuitionist holds, in effect, that from any proposition J=J 
one can derive the proposition that there is a proof of ~ 

and that from the negation of any P one can derive the 

proposition that there is a refutation of F' . From 

this it is obvious that the intuitionist has to reject the 

Law of Excluded Middle, for it v.rou-ld cornmi t him to the 

thesis that there was either a proof or a refutation of any 
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mathematieal proposition. An extension of the intuitionist 

position frorn mathematics to factual knowledge might issue 

in the suggestion already examined that r/O(s)~ can be 

rd...-...s), s· derived from S' and re from "- . But we have seen 

that we can avoid accepting that notion 1 and so it is not 

necessary to follow the intuitionists in their abandonment 

of classical logic. Incidentally, there will be a cornpari-

son of our approach with another aspect of the general phi-

losophical orientation underlying intuitionism when we come 

to a brief discussion of some of Michael Durnmett's ideas in 

the last section of the final chapter (pp. 96-100) . 



3. THE DEFINITION OF EMPIRICAL TRUTH 

In this section I attempt to define empirical truth. 

I should, however, warn the reader that only an approximate 

definition is achieved, since certain problems are raised 

but not solved. The suggestion made could, however, form 

the basis for further work. 

As already indicated, a necessary condition for a 

sentence S to be empirically true is that it either have 

a high acceptability relative to I./ (the totality of experi

ences) or be satisfied by I.I . This is already an improve-

ment on certain past attempts to define truth in terms of 

acceptability. Thus it has sometimes been suggested that 

a sentence is true precisely when it has a high acceptability 

-- meaning by this a high acceptability relative to all the 

evidence available. But clearly this will not do, since a 

sentence can be very well supported by all available evidence, 

and yet still turn out to be false. 5 This is why we require 

that an empirically true sentence be highly acceptable rela-

tive to all the evidence ever available to anyone, or rather, 

in terms of the present theory, relative to the set of all 

experiences that have ever existed or will ever exist. So 

the next suggestion is that S is empirically true just in 

case S has a high acceptability relative to U or is sa tis

f ied by lJ . But there is a serious problem with this sug

gestion. It !llight be the case that a disjunction ~""'t 1 
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had a high acceptability relative to lJ but neither f' nor 

q themselves had high acceptabilities relative to U . 
In such a case, the present suggestion would require p'-"',. 1 

6 to be true, but neither /"' nor 'j themselves to be true. 

The suggestion has to be amended in some way to take account 

of this. 

It might be thought that a parallel problem could 

arise with respect to existentials. we cannot, it might 

be argued, call '(i~Fk. J for example, 'true' in a case 

where no instantiation 
tF , . 

of Jc.. l.S true, and this is just what 

the present suggestion might in some circumstances require 

us to do. Existential sentences are, on this way of thinking, 

'parasitic' in some sense upon singular sentences in the 

same way as disjunctions are 'parasitic' upon their dis-

juncts. But this, I think, would be a mistake. Quine has 

shown that names, as a special category of expression, are 

7 
redundant. So the category of 'singular sentences', 

members of which are supposed to serve as instantiations 

of open sentences, is not a fundamental one. Singular sen-

tences are themselves basically existential and so to make 

existential sentences parasitic upon singular sentences 

would be to make existential sentences parasitic upon other 

existential sentences, which would clearly distoI.tthe original 

intention. So the appearance of a problem here is perhaps 

illusory. 
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The first problem, however, remains. And there are 

others. Suppose S is true on the suggested definition of 

truth, i.e. has a high acceptability relative to l/ . 

And suppose r gives i~ductive support to a further sentence 

S I I which, however, because of strong evidence against it, 

(i.e. against s') does not have a high acceptability rela

tive to l/. (There is no incompatibility between the pre

sence of this strong evidence. against S' and the high accept-

ability of S The· evidence against S 1 m~y not af feet 

that acceptability. Just because S inductively supports 

S 1 , this does not mean that "-S 1 inductively supports ~.S ) . 

It might be that if the acceptability of S relative to U 
were even higher than it in fact is, that evidence, when 

'absorbed' by s' , might be sufficient to counteract the 

evidence against si thus causing ~t to finish up with a 

high acceptability relative to /.) and therefore, according 

to the suggested definition, 'true' . But in fact if S is 

true then its actual acceptability relative to. I./ should 

be no obstacle to the truth of S 1 
• In considering whether 

or not s' is true, we should consider, not its actual 

acceptability relative to l/, but its acceptability on the 

(false) assumption that S is as well supported as it possi-

bly could be by lJ 
is satisfied by () 

on the assumption, in fact that S 

In other words, our classifying 

certain sentences as true automatically boosts the prospects 
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for truth of other sentences that depend on them for support. 

This is something which our present definition of truth 

does not allow for. 

There is a third problem. It turns out that on the 

present definition it is possible for a number of truths to 

entail a falsehood. Let o{ be a large set of sentences all 

with high acceptabilities relative to lJ . Suppose S is 

entailed by ol If the other conditions of the Rule of 

Entailment are satisfied, the support which all the members 

of OI have will be transmitted to S , but there may also 

be so much evidence against S , that S actually has to 

be regarded as false. The latter is not incompatible with 

saying that every member of ~ has a high acceptability 

relative to l.J . For the strong evidence against S will 

weaken the conjunction of all the members of 0/ , but, 

provided o/ is large enough, it will not sufficiently 

weaken any individual member of o( That is to say, 

although the strong evidence for the negation of the con

junction co~~ined with the evidence for each of the indivi

dual members of o/ apart from some particular member, say 

J\ , will weaken /4.. itself, it will not weaken A 
significantly, provided c.t is large enough.

8 
Intuitively, 

each member of cJ can still be strongly maintained, because 

S 's failure to be true can be blamed on a failure on the 

part of the others (with respect to each member, it can be 
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considered unlikely that it is that member that causes the 

failure of S ) . 

The latter two problems I leave as something to be 

dealt with in future research. They do not look like the 

sort of problems that it would be impossible to solve. 

It would presUillably be simply a matter of imposing certain 

further technical restrictions on what sentences are to 

count as empirically true. 

The following modified definition of empirical truth 

is intended to take care of the first problem (pp.58-9): S 

is empirically true just in case S either has a high accept

ability relative to U or is satisfied by U and in addition 

there are sentences T,~ T~ . .... ~ satisfying conditions 

(i)-(iii) below: 

(i) Each 7<· is either an atomic sentence within S or 

the negation of one. 

(ii) Each T· t eitber has a high acceptability relative 

to l/ without S or is satisfied by l/ . 
(iii) r(.T, & Tz g ... /,._) .::> S, is logically valid. 

d f . rs . . . 11 f 1 , r s . . . We e ine is empirica y a se as I'\. is empiri-, 
cally true. 

Clearly if there are any defined expressions in the 

language, then the phrase 'atomic sentence within S' in the 

definition should be understood, in its application to a sen-

tence using any of these defined expressions, to mean an 
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atomic sentence with the fully-analyzed version of S 

The idiom ' S is empirically true' is used when one 

has a particular language in mind. But there is also 

the dyadic predicate ' S is empirically true in L ' where 

L. ranges over languages, expressing a notion of empirical 

truth relativized to languages. This could be defined too, 

by replacing the notions of 'inferential factor' 'acceptability' 

and 'satisfaction' by new versions of these concepts relati

vized to sets of linguistic rules (for example, one would talk 

about an inferential factor relative to a certain set ~ of 

experiences and relative to a. certain set R of linguistic 

rules) . The explication of these new concepts would presumably 

offer no new problems, given the explications of their 

unrelativized versions. 



CHAPTER FOUR : OBJECTIONS AND DEFENCES 

1. GENERAL DOUBTS 

One m~jor doubt that one might have about our 

semantic method is that there seems to be no clear criterion 

of success in the finding of appropriate semantic principles 

or even a clear criterion of 'appropriateness.' With 

phenomenalism the situation appears very different. Success 

is judged by the ability to translate non-sense-datum 

statements into sense-datum statements. If the system fails 

to provide a translation for some non-sense-datum statement 

th.en to that extent i.t is-~ incomplete; and i.f it provides a 

translation which does not accord with what i.ntui.tively seems 

to be conveyed by that statement, then it is to that extent 

incorrect. What is th.e corresponding criterion of success in 

the case of our method? In fact the appearance of there being 

no criterion is an i.llusion. Basically the system must 

produce intuitively correct judgments concerning the 

acceptabilities of sentences relative to sets of experiences. 

Of course we have no intuitions attributing numerically exact 

acceptabilities to sentences. The numerical values are 

fi~tions of the system. But we can see intuitively whether 

or not, for example, a given sentence is more acceptable 

relative to some set of experiences than to some other. 

What w·e require, then, i.s that our principles attri.bute 

numerical acceptabilities ta sentences in accordance with 

64 
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thes~e judgments. If there i.s any discrepancy in thi:s. res.pect, 

the system must be consi.dere.d defective Cthough_ it may be its 

inductive, rather than its semantic, part wbich is: to blame). 

If one had a complete and detailed system th~s is th~ criterion 

that one would apply to it. Of course we have here scarcely 

begun to produce one. Arguably, only the achiBvement of this 

task together with good grounds for supposing that it met this 

criteri_on would constitute a really compelling proof that our 

method was workahle. In this thesis I can only· claim to have 

shown that it has some initial·. plaus.ibi.lity. 

Another possible ~ource of anxiety is the fact that 

the theory makes reference to entities other than experiences. 

A sentence, for example, can hardly be regarded as an 

experience. But here we should bear in mind certain important 

ob.s:ervations made in the first chapter. A semanti.c theory 

whi.ch. i.s intended to b.e non-realistic wi.th respect to 

e.nti.ti.es. apparently referred to by certain expressions of 

the. language whi.ch it descrihes need not avoid the use of those 

expressions. For their use only involves a commitment to the 

entiti.es in question if that use is representational in nature, 

and there i.s no reason why the non-representati.onal 

explicati.on of the expres.si.ons as they occur in the "ohj ect 

language'· should not be regarded as applying als.o to their 

use in the theory i.tself. 

All thi.s. may appear dangerously liberal,_ for it 
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seems to countenance vi.cious circularities. Here we should 

refer back to the pos.sib.le theoretical structure described on 

p. 11 in which physical concepts are explicated by axioms 

linking them to ohservational concepts, the observational 

concepts are explained in terms of 'stimulus-meaning, 1 and 

stimulus-meaning itself is ultimately understood in terms of 

the very physical concepts that the theory i.s intended to 

expli.cate. I wish. to argue that while this is indeed 

incoherent its incoherence is not of a kind which charact-

erizes every case in which a theory uses_ expressions which 

are amongst those whi~h ~t ~s intended to explicate. 

Circularity itself is not to blame. It i_s, for example, 

surely impossible to produce an explication of the truth~ 

functi.onal connectives that does not actually use at least 

some of those connectives, for s.uch expres.si.ons are absolutely 

basic to human discourse. Yet the explicati.ons that can be 

produced are not for all that considered defecti.ve. 1 Wbat 

is wrong with. the hypotheti.cal structure described above is 

that i.t is purely formal. Ultimately it succeeds only in 

relating the use of certain expressions. to the use of certain 

others, and so does. not constitute a genuine explication of 

those expressions. Arguahly for a semantic theory covering 

more than merely logical expressions to be adequate there 

must be at least some link with pure non-linguisti~ 

experience. Clearly the theory advocated in our second 
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chapter satisfies this condition in a fully explicit manner. 

As I have already remarked in my first chapter, 

the theory whose inadequacy I hope I have just explained 

appears to be something like what Quine has in mind in his 

writings. Whether that is strictly so or not, it does not 

seem to me that Quine is a realist, whatever he might actually 

claim. Of course he does accept the Principle of Bivalence. 

What enables him to do this is his acceptance of a 

multiplicity of possible theories for the same totality of 

.d 2 evi ence. Consider a sentence S which f.) (the totality of 

all evidence ever available) renders indeterminate in truth-

value a possibility as real for Quine as it is for us, 

since he is the very originator of the doctrine of the 

underdetermination of theory by evidence (incidentally, when 

we say that lJ makes S indeterminate, we do not mean to imply 

that there is a real third truth-value involved -- merely 

that lJ fails to justify either 5 or ~S). If we allow any 

theories that include either S or its negation, then we must 

have both theories that include S and theories that include 

~S, or else there will be a quite unacceptable~a~bitrar-

iness. Quine accepts the consequent of this conditional in 

order to accept the antecedent, and so manages to maintain 

bivalence. But there is obviously another possibility. 

One can deny that {) legitimizes any theory which includes 

either S or "-'S . This is our course, and it entails 
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rejection of bivalence. It is preferable to Quine's 

bacause if 1..1 does not (via whatever linguistic and in

ductive rules we are using) give S a truth-value, then if 

it is to have one it will have to be given one by some extra 

'ad hoc' means. But there does not seem to be any good 

reason to do this. Certainly abandonment of bivalence con

stitutes no serious problem if, as we have seen in the last 

chapter, it does not necessitate revision of classical logic. 

It should be pointed out however that, confusingly 

enough, we too accept that l/ is compatible with a multi

plicity of possible theories. For U itself does not 

determine what kind of descriptive language we use and, 

as S'loµld be fairly apparent by this stage, we consider a 

language itself to constitute a theoretical structure. 

But the type of pluralism referred to in the previous para

graph is slightly different. Perhaps it should be regarded 

not as a pluralism of theories but as a pluralism of des

criptions of the world in terms of some theory. Our basic 

theoretical structure is considered as already given, and 

what we are asking is whether it, in conjunction with LJ 
allows for more than one possible description of the world 

(of a given degree of specificity). Our answer is no, 

since we do not allow our world-description to pronounce on 

those points which, being indeterminate, could create the 

plurality. 
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Quine'· s. carnmitme.nt ta hi.valence makes him look. like 

a realis.t. But, as the foregoing should have made clear, 

the way in which he saves bivalence -- via a plurali.sm of 

theori.es -- is thoroughly non·-realistic in character. One 

can say that the phys.i.cal world is. ob.j ecti.vely re.al, but what 

s.i.gnificance is left to thos.e words if one allows. a mu·lti

pli.ci.ty of poss1-b.le physical reali.ties? Again, the advocacy 

of a pragmatic standard in choosing between rival theories. 

runs. counter to reali.sm. But the bas.ic point is. that Quine t: s 

conception of phys:ical language is~ as we have s.een, non

represen tational, and thi.s is incompatible with. realism with 

respe~t to physical things. 



2. DO tEXPERIENCES'· EXIST? 

One as:pect of the pre.sent approach that wau1d 

undoubtedly occasion cons:iderahle opposti.on is: its very 

granting of independent ontol"ogical status to. entittes called 

'experi.ences t. This is: particularly likely in view of the 

fact that according to my conception of the· matter, experiences 

include, as a proper subset, the· much-loathed category of 

'senae-data 1 • Technically, one might object to saying that 

s.ense-data themselves. were experiences, preferring to talk 

of the experiences or· having sense-data of which the sense

data themselves were the 1 ohjects~, but I do not see that 

there is anything to be gained by this distincti.on. Either 

way the. existence of s.ense-data i.s a central element in the 

theory, and th~s requires defence. 

The term 'experience' itself may be defined by 

giving examples. A pain, a thought, a feeling of fear, 

an:- after-image and a taste are all experiences.. A11· these 

things are characteri.zed by a certain 'immediate presentness' 

whi.ch. may be regarded as the mark of experience-hood. Sense

data may be defined as those experiences that are associated 

wi.th seeing, hearing or oth.erwi.se sensing things Ca definition 

whi.ch is not intended to imply that whenever someone has a 

sense-datum something is 'genuinely' seen or heard etc. -

that the sense-datum has to be 'veridical'}. There are, 
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·b.r•oadly· speaking, two kinds of attack on sense-data.. One 

alleges that the very notion of these enti.ties is somehow 

incoherent or confused (Austin and Wittgenstein are two 

examples of philosophers who take this line). The other 

argues that while it may be granted that sense-data do 
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exi.st or that one can form a coherent notion of them, they do 

not have the importance which has traditionally been accorded 

them (many philos·ophers have argued for this -- i.t seems 

to be a much more common thesis than the first one).. The 

pil?esent sect~on will deal with fhe firs.t kind of argument, 

the subsequent one with the second. 

A fundamental fact about sense-data is that no sen.se

datum i.s identical to any physical thing or to the surface of 

any physical thing. One might try to argue for this. by pointing 

out that s.ens.e.-dz..ta may be present when the phys:i.cal things that 

one might be inclined to identify them with are absent, For 

example, a sense-datum of a table may be present when there is 

no table present. But this may be countered hy responding 

that it need not be ass..erted that every sense-datum of a 

tahle is i.dentical to a table (or to the surface of a table) 

but only those sense-data that do happen to be veridical. 

However, there is another equally simple observati.on which I 

think clinches the case against the proposed identification 

-- the tab.le may be there when no one is seeing, hearing or 

feeling it i.e. when there exists no sense-datum of it. This, 



I think., makes it impossi.b.le to s.ay that th.e table or its 

surface could- he a sens:.e-datum .. 
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The strategy of our argument here should be carefully 

ohs.erved. We have not defined t sense-datum t L11- s.uch a way 

as to contrast sense-data with physical things, and so we have 

not b_egged the question in favour of the s.ense-datum-physical 

object distinction. Rather we have defined a sens·e-datum as 

a certain type of experi.ence -- a type of e.nti.ty which is 

immediately present to us -- and ·then found reasons for 

refusing to identify sense-data thus defined with any physical 

thing. We have thus establi.sh.ed, in what I th.ink is a non

ques.tion-begging way, that the_re i.s a type of imrnedi.ate 

pres.entness which physi.cal thi.ngs do not have. in relati'on to 

us cs.perceivers. 

But i.t mi.ght he ob.j ected that we have .been proceeding 

too quickly. Whi.le i.t may easi.ly be. granted that if there 

are such entiti.es as sense-data they are distinct from physical 

things, one might questi.on the assumption that we have to talk. 

ab.out our perception LYl terms of our inunediate awareness of 

enti.ties of this kind, or in general that talk about experience 

must take the form of talk of the existence of entities called 

texperiences'. In other words one can object to what Quine 

calls illegitimate 'hypostatization'. One way of trying to 

show that the hypostatization involved in the sense-datum 

theory need not be accepted is to try and develop a way (-, r 



of talking ab.out perception whose 'logi.cal grammar t does not· 

s.eem to requi.re it. An example of this is the 1 Adverbi.al '· 

theory of perception wh~ch attempts to construe perceptual 

qualities not as properties of perceptual entities but as 
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'ways' of sensing. Thus, for example, this theory would replace 

1 I see ·a red sens-e-datum r by t I see redly' or something similar. 

There are some perceptual statements whi.ch it is hard 

to analyze in an adverbial way. Consider, for example, lThe 

left-hand image is fuzzie~ than the right-hand one~' 3 
But 

although this presents a challenge. to the adverbial theorist, 

it iS' not perhaps one which he cannot meet. Here is a possible 

construal of the statement: 1 I am seeing in such. a way· as to 

suggest that there are two obJect s such that I am s.eeing the 

left-hand one more fuzzily than the right-hand one'~ It may 

well be that the adverb.i.al theoris.t can deal with. all such 

problematic cases wi.th sufficient ingenuity. So he may well 

be right when he claims that in describing our perceptions we 

do not have to use a logical grammar which presupposes sense-data. 

But i.t is still possible to maintain that as a matter of plain 

fact there are such entities_ as sense-data. Indeed on·e can argue 

that sense-data are paradigms of the real. Common-sense might 

maintain that it is everyday physical things that are 

paradigms of the real, but this impression may be lessened 

if the notion of sense-data is introduced and sense-data 

contras.te.d with physical things. Then one may be prepared to 
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concede that th.e '-concreteness'· which appears to be the reason 

for attributing an indisputable reality to physical things 

~s actually a characteristic not of the physical things 

themselves, but of their sense-data. Again, one must not 

think that because sense-data are entities, they are objects 

somewhat similar to physical objects. They do not have weight 

or volume, for example. Nor, oddly enough, do visual sense

data have color, in the sense in which this is attributed to 

physical things. As we have made clear on p. 39 the blueness 

of physical things must be carefully distinguished from the 

blueness of sense-data, the former being defined in terms of 

the latter. Failure to attend to points of this kind leads 

to erroneous cri.ticism of the sense-datum·theory. For example, 

R.M. Chisholm argues that since whiteness is the tendency to 

present a white appearance under favourable conditions, the 

whiteness of an appearance must be its tendency to present 

a second-order wbite appearance under favourable conditions 

and so on ad infinitum~ But this is refuted by the 

observation that it is only the whiteness of physical things 

which is analyzed as the tendency to present a white 

appearance. The whiteness of an appearance must be under

stood differently -- perhaps as unanalyzable. A similar 

argument to Chisholm's occurs in Gilbert Ryle where it is 

argued that since glimpsing something involves having at 

least one sensation and having a sensation is, according to 
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the sense-datum theorist, itself to be regarded as observing 

or glimpsing a certain kind of entity, having a sensation 

must involve having at least one further sensation of a higher 

5 
order, and so on ad infinitum. The response to this is that 

a plausible version of the sense-datum theory will not 

regard having a sensation as equivalent to observing a 

sensation. If I have a sensation this consists in the 

existence of a certain kind of entity which has as one of its 

properties the property of being an experience of mine. As 

we shall see in the last section, there is no reason to 

suppose that there are souls or egos and so this property 

of being an experience of mine need not be regarded as 

literally consisting in a relation to a further entity, 

but can be seen as unitary. But if we speak non-realistically 

as if having~ a sensation did consist in being an ego that 

stands in a certain relation to a sense-datum, we cannot 

maintain that this relation is that of observation. Physical 

things are observed, not sensations. The relation between 

perceivers and the physical things they perceive cannot be 

the same as that between perceivers and the sense-data that 

are immediately present to them, just because the two 

relations are definable only be reference to the type of 

object they involve and these two types of object·~ are 

fundamentally different, as we have seen. Ryle is indeed 

at pains to point out that observation is not the same as 
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having a sensation. But I do not understand why he takes the 

negation of this statement to be essential to the sense-datum 

theory, unless he is merely relying on loose statements of that 

theory. 

Another line of criticism of the sense-datum theory 

starts from the fact that our experiences are already 

pregnant with interpretation, and therefore, in a sense, with 

theory, so that there is no possibility of isolating a bare 

'factual' substratum of knowledge which is simply apprehended 

without any interpretation being involved. Now I agree that 

there is no such substratum. But the experiences in which I 

beli_eve are not intended to constitute such a substratum. I 

think that this part of the traditional theory of sense-data 

should be abandoned. For example, it does not seem right 

to say that our sense-data lack spatial depth, although just 

what their possession of this quality consists in is hard to 

6 
say. On the other hand there do seem to be aspects of the 

interpretation of sense-data that are not 'internal' to the 

sense-data themselves. An example is the belief that two 

sense-data separated in time are sense-data of the same object. 

Nothing in a pair of sense-data can mark them as standing in 

this relation in the same powerful way that a visual sense

datum presents depth.7 For being of the same object as some 

other sense-datum is ne-ver part of the 'essence' of a sense-

datum, whereas (it seems to me) having a certain kind of 
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depth can be (to put the matter in terms of our technical 

apparatus a statement asserting the latter can be ·s·atis.fTed 

by a set of experiences, but a statement asserting the former 

can only be more or less acceptable relative to a set of 

experiences). A careful distinction has to be drawn here 

between saying that a sense-datum is interpreted and saying 

that some of its properties are the results of interpretation. 

The quality of depth wi.thin a sense-datum can be s.aid to be (at 

least according to a certain psychological viewpoint} the 

result of an interpretation. However, when sense-data are 

'assigned to the same object' this interpretation does not 

affect the qualities of the s.ense-data themselves. It i.s an 

external operation performed on the 'already constituted' 

sense-data. The rej ecti.on of the 'uninterpreted substratum'

really means the acceptance of sense-data s~me of whose 

qualities are the results of (or tre.pre.sent') interpretations 

s.ens.e-data that to some extent come 'ready interpreted' , 

so to speak. Since it appears that there are such sense

data, the· 'uninterpreted substratum' mus.t indeed be rejected. 

But there i.s another respect in which traditional theories in 

thi.s area seem to have been misguided. This is in their 

apparent conception of the nature of the 'external' 

variety of interpretation. It is not usually, as they often 

seem to suggest, a matter of conscious inference. I do not 

as a rule consciously infer the existence of objects from the 
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pre.s:ence of sense-data. Rath.er th.e s.ense-data ca·use me to 
8 

b.eli.eve, in an immediate fashi.on, that the objects are there. 

So a phrase like 'external operation' (used earlier) should 

not be taken too seri.ously (but note that the fault i.s with 

the word 'opera ti.on', not the word 'external'). However, 

this should not cause us t9 doubt that what is p~eseht to 

me in the most immediate way is the sense-data, not the 

objects themselves. 



3. ROW IMPORTANT ARE '-EXPERIENCES'·? 

This section wi.11 focus specifically on the question 

of to what extent the. worl.d of sense-data cons.titutes the 

s.olid track t upon which. human knowledge is founded, as 

empiri.cists have traditi.onally maintained. We have already 

s:een one respect in which. thi.s thesis would have to be 

weakened. The existence of sense-data that are. partly tready 

interpreted' seems to require acceptance of a theoretical 

element already present in sense-data. Another issue 

relevant to this ques.tion i.s. that of whether true statements 

about s.ense-data are incorrigi.ble, that is to say whether they 

can be known for certain to be true, beyond any possibili.ty 

of future revi_sion. In The Prob.lem of Knowl-edge A.J .. Ayer 

points. out that s.tatements: about my past or future experiences 

cannot b.e certain for me since it is always. poss.i.ble that 

my memory of a past s.ense-datum or my prediction concerning a 

future- one may b.e faulty, and so the most that can be claimed 

is. that I can be certain of statements about my present senBe

data. 9 Ayer in fact goes on to argue that even here there is 

no s.i.gnificant incorrigibility, and I agree with him on this. 

Arguments: for the latter point are intricate, but fortunately 

we do not need to concern ourse.·l'i/@S with them. For what 

we have already obsarved is enough to undermine the view 
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that sense-data constitute an incorrigible foundation for 

knowledge. For as Ayer points out, a certainty which disappears 

as soon as the sense-datum that it concerns slips into the 

10 
past is not outstandingly useful. 

But the abandonment of the incorrigibility thesis is 

hardly a disaster. Although atatements about sense-data are 

never absolutely certain (as with all other factual statements, 

presumably), it may nevertheless still be claimed that they 

have sufficient certainty to serve as the justificati6n of all 

factual claims about the 1 external world' (and if we are 

talking of statements concerning experiences, and not merely 

sense-data, we can perhaps claim that such statements serve as 

justifications of all factual statements whatsoever). 

But even this position can be attacked. We have 

already encountered A.M. Quinton's observation that our 

experiences tend more often to be the cause of our factual 

beliefs than the justification of them. This is connected 

with another point that Quinton makes viz. that close 

attention to our experiences is a comparatively abnormal 

occurrence and requires a highly specialized state of mind.11 

A different view, but one which is equally antagonistic to 

the theory of the epistemological priority of sense-data, 

is that of Nelson Goodman. He argues that it makes no sense 

to speak of my seeing a cardinal bird, say, either 'as' a 

cardinal bird or 'as' a red patch.
12 

It is true that I may 
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come to believe that there is a cardinal bird present because 

I am aware of a red patch, but equally I may come to believe 

that I was aware of a red patch because of my knowledge that I 

saw a cardinal bird. Goodman believes that it is worthwhile 

to attempt the construction of a phemomenalistic system, but 

not because of the epistemological priority of phenomena, 

which he denies. He believes that there is no one absolutely 

correct constructional system, but that we can learn different 

things from different constructional systems. Are there any 

reasons to doubt Goodman's relativism? And if so, should we 

adopt the position that sense-data constitute the primary 

basis of justification or Quinton's view that it is physical 

things themselves that most often fulfill this role? 

It is obviously true that not every justification ends 

in an appeal to experiences. If asked to justify my belief 

that Tokyo is the capital of Japan I might assert that it says 

so in a number of books. This does not of itself refer to any 

sense-data, but it is probable that if pressed further with 

the justification, I would be led to make such a reference. 

Thus if I were asked how I knew that these books asserted Tokyo ~o. 

be the capital of Japan, I might reply simply that I had read 

them, thus invoking certain kinds of visual sense-data. What 

I wish to suggest, then, is that there is a certain theoretical 

incompleteness in many epistemic justifications which in a ·:. 

practical sense are perfectly adequate. And one can plausibly 



maintain that any justification of a factual statement 

which is taken as far as it can be taken will end with a 
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reference to some set of experiences, and it is this which 

constitutes the epistemic priority of experiences. 

At one point Quinton considers whether it would 

make sense to ask for a justification for the statement 

'This is a horse' as uttered by someone standing in front of 

a horse looking at it.13 He suggests that the question 'How 

do you know?' would scarcely make sense, but that if pressed 

the person concerned would probably reply 'Well, because it 

looks like a horse,' which, however, should not be taken as 

genuinely expressing a reason but rather as r~presenting 'an 

infusion of tentativeness into the original claim expressing 

a lack of confidence inspired by the nagging question'.,· The 

sense-datum theorist's interpretation of the reply as a 

description of the person's experience is rejected by Quinton 

as utterly implausible. But if the comment is not intended as 

a reason what is the word 'because' doing there? And if the 

sense-datum theorist's interpretation consists in the 

presentation of what would be a very good justification of the 

statement, this surely constitutes a good reason for supposing 

that the interpretation is correct. And it does appear that 

to say that one has in one's visual field a sense-datum of the 

type commonly associated with the presence of a horse constitutes 

a good reason for supposing that there is indeed a horse present. 
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Quinton offers no solid reason for preferring his analysis of 

the reply as an attenuation of the original statement over 

this analysis. 

In general, there seems no reason to doubt that any 

justification for some factual matter concerning the 'external 

world' will, if taken far enough, lead back to something th~t 

somebody has seen, heamor otherwise sensed, where 'sensing' is 

to be understood in terms of the occurrence of \S.ense-aat.a. 

However, such a justification need not lead back to the 

detailed properties of sense-data (to suppose otherwise would 

necessitate rejecting Quinton's admittedly true observation 

that careful attention to our sense-data is comparatively rare). 

More often than not it will either lead back to very obvious 

features of sense-data (e.g. redness) or to the fact that certain 

sense-data are of the kind (whatever kind that may be) that is 

associated with the presence of certain objects (it is possible 

to recognize this association without being fully aware of 

detailed properties of the sense-data). 

In this section and the previous one we have defended 

the sense-datum/physical thing distinction and tried to stress 

the importance of sense-data. In the following section we go 

further still and try to justify withholding ontological 

recognition from physical things altogether. 



4. IS OUR' ONTOLOGY TOO NARROW? 

That physical things exist in some sense is not denied 

here. Physical thing talk, interpreted as 'logically 

parasitic' upon experiential talk, is recognized as legitmate, 

and to that exteintphysical things can be said to exist. But 

the point is that there is no reason to attribute to them the 

kind of full ontological status which we believe experiences 

to have the kind of full ontological status that is 

associated with representational linguistic explanations. It 

is to be noted that strictly speaking our position on this 

question is agnostic -- there may, for all we know, be entities 

that can be matched representationally with physical thing 

expressi.ons. It is simply that we have no good reason to suppose 

that there are. 

In the following section we shall adopt the analogical 

argument for the existence of other people's experiences. 

There does not seem to be any corresponding analogical-argia.m~~~ 

that one could use to support a belief in the existence of 

physical things. What arguments could one offer? It might 

be suggested that it is reasonable to suppose that our sense

data have causes and since one cannot find these causes amongst 

the world of experiences themselves, they must be located in 

a realm beyond that of experience. But if there is any strong 

support for the statement 'For any .l::., something is the cause 

84 
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of )Lt CI do not say that there is), it seems to me that it 

can quite happily be taken as support for a non-representational 

interpretation of the s.tatement and therefore not as showing 

that any event or state must be caused by some entity with 

full indepe.ndent ontological status. In other words, one would 

need a further independent argument for supposing that physical 

language must he understood representationally if one wanted 

to use the. fact (if it is a fact) that sense-data must have 

caus.es to support the idea that they must have literally 

real causes. 

A further poss.i.ble argument is that it is simply not 

rational to suppose that physical objects do not exist when 

things are exactly what they would be like if physical objects 

did exist. But the fact is that it is very misleading to say 

that things are exactly what they would be like if physical 

ohjects. existed. What one should say is that things are 

exactly what they would be like if physical language were 

treated representationally and the entities thus represented 

did actually exist. The original statement presupposes a 

bias towards a representational view which is quite unwarranted. 

This. argument is in fact fairly re!'resentati.ve -of e;:.·gX'.oup 'of 

arguments which exploit the anti-realist's talk of 'useful 

fi.ctions.' They could be summarized in the statement 'Surely 

if a fiction is useful, this constitutes a very good reason for 

supposing that it is really fact.' But I have already guarded 
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against presenting the anti-realist's views in terms of 

luseful f~ctionsl in my first chapter. To suppose that in using 

physical language we are 'pretending' that physical things 

exist is to presuppose that such language is representational. 

But there is no reason why we should consider it to be 

representational. And it is for this reason that any argument 

against anti-realism that depends upon attributing to the 

anti-realist the belief that ~physical language describes 

a fictional world will ultimately fail. 

A different sort of argument for realism invokes the 

noti.on of "simplicity. ' It :il.s suggested that a conception of 

the world which attributes independent ontological status to 

physical things is simpler and more unified than one which 

attributes it only to experiences, and therefore the former 

is to be preferred to the latter. But it seems to me that the 

hypothesis of fully real physical entities does not add 

significantly to the simplicity which is already-~nvolved in 

the recogniti.on that experi.ences conform to regularities 

describable by non-representational physical statements. 

A consideration which certainly makes anti-realism 

look very plausible is that there do seem to be actual theoretical 

indeterminacies recognized by scientists. For example, most 

scientists would agree that whether or not light is made of 

particles or waves is indeterminate. It is perhaps conceivable 

that further evidence might resolve this apparent indeterminacy, 

but what reason is there to suppose that it will? One might 
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try to respond to this p6int by claiming that the real physical 

world i.s not the world of modern science (or better, any of the 

possible worlds proposed by modern science), but rather the 

common-sense world of ordinary three-dimensional physical 

objects. But why should one take the view that a scheme 

which is so limited in its capacity for enabling us to predict 

and control experience in comparison with certain other possible 

schemes should be the one that actually represents reality? 

It might be urged that although we may have na.good 

rational support for a belief in physical things, nevertheless 

it is psychologically almost impossible to give up that belief. 

Now in the course of our everyday lives it is presumably 

psychologically impossible to avoid thinking of physical-object-

expressions as representing entities of some kind and regard 

them instead as formal 'uninterpreted' symbols. But anti-

realism with respect to physical objects does not require 

us to do that. It simply makes the point that as far as their 

efficacy in enabling us to predict and control our experiences 

is concerned, they might theoretically be regarded in that way, 

and moreover that this efficacy is indeed all that really matters 

14 
about them. But some might doubt that this is all that really 

matters about them. Might it net be that physical objects are 

emotionally significant in themselves, independently of their 

connection with our experiences (in the same way that other 

people's experiences are emotionally important to us, a fact 
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wh~ch makes it difficult to accept:an anti-realist account of 

them -- see the following section)? For example, an astronaut 

might strongly desire to go to the moon. A certain physical 

object -- the moon -- is an essential constituent in this 

desire, it might he said. It is not enough for the astronaut 

to have all the experiences of going to the moon; he wants 

to really go :thev:e. But if he is not satisfied with having 

all the experiences of going there, what more is it that 

he is actually demanding? Perhaps that the entire course of 

hiB experiences throughout his life be consistent with his 

having gone there and that the experiences of other relevant 

persons be eonsistent with this too. In effect, he wants the 

universe of experiences to be such as to render true the 

statement that he goes there. So there is a sense in which 

physical things fi.gure essentially in our desires, but oddly 

it is. a sense which actually confirms the primacy of experience 

we want our experiences to be those that would arise in a 

world in which such-and-such physical states of affairs 

obtained. I therefore think that it is possible to maintain 

that, when all is said and done, our universe is quite rich 

enough i.f it contains only colors, sounds, smells, feelings, 

thoughts and so on. 



5. IS OUR ONTOLOGY TOO BROAD? 

To ask whether a scheme as puritan as the present 

one has too broad an ontology might seem absurd. But when 

we say that our theory commits itself to the existence of 

experiences we include the experiences of other people besides 

ourselves. The question then arises of whether we can justify 

this commitment. We must ask also to what extent we can 

justify belief in the .future experiences of ourselves and of 

other people and even in past experiences. 

The 'Other-Minds' problem has frequently been 

argued to be no more than a pseudo-problem. One could express 

the Wittgensteinian justification of this attitude by saying 

that other-minds-talk is logically parasitic upon behavioural 

talk, that in some sense it adds nothing to the behavioural 

talk, so that provided we have no doubts about the existence 

of the behaviour we should have no doubts about the existence 

of the experiences either. According to this view, the 

relationship between other-minds-talk and behavioural talk 

is essentially the same as the relationship that we are maintain

ing exists between physical-thing talk and experiential talk 

(in both cases the parasitic link is not of a kind to justify 

reduction). Completed in such a way as to fit our own 

standpoint, the arg~ment for other minds becomes this: 

other-minds-talk is parasitic upon behavioural talk and 

89 
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b.ehavioural talk, heing a species of physical-thing-talk, is 

itself paras.itic upon talk of one.' s own experiences. Hence, ha-< .. 

ving no doubt about the existence of my own experiences, I should 

have no doubt about the existence of other people's either. 

It should be clear where this argument goes wrong. 

There may indeed by a sense in which showing that discourse about 

As is logically parasitic upon discourse about Bs, when there is 

no doubt about the reality of Br, demonstrates the reality of As. 

For one thing it provides a response to philosophical scepticism 

about Al by legitimizing A-talk by reference to Jg -talk. It 

answers the question 'How can we be sure, on the basis of our 

knowledge of i3J , that the statements we make about As are by 

;15 
and large true? But it is a major contention of the present 

work that there is also another important sense in which to re-

veal a relationship of thi.s. kind is to demonstrate the unreality 

of A3. In a deeper, philosophical sense Al have been shown not 

to ex~st. They have no independent ontological status. But it 

seems to me that is is precisely this sense of 'reality' which 

is at ~ssue here. I consider it almost intuitively self-evident 

that for other people's experiences to be significant to us --

for other people's pains to exist in a way which makes sympathy 

an appropriate reaction, for example -- they must have full 

independent ontological status. 

We must therefore ask whether one can have reasons 

for believing in the reality in this sense of other people's 

experiences. I think that the traditional inductive or 
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analogical argument may be used here. I can reason that 

since I am usually in pain when I behave in certain ways, 

then probably so are other people when they behave in those 

ways. The argument is not as strong as one would perhaps 

like it to be, for it postulates the existence of a whole 

new category of entities (experiences which are not mine) 

different in a fundamental respect from those already 

acquainted with (experiences which~ mine). I am supposing 

that when someone else exhibits pain-behaviour there usually 

exists something analogous to what usually exists (viz. !!!l_ 

pain) when 1 exhibit pain-behaviour. Such an analogical 

argument is much weaker than, for example, a straightforward 

. A• inference from the fact that s have always been accompanied 

by /3 •.,, in the past to the conclusion that this A will 

be accompanied by a rs Nevertheless, it perhaps has some 

force. 

But some might argue that we should not even get as 

far as considering possible inductive arguments for the 

independent reality in our sense of other people's experiences 

because the hypothesis is a meaningless one (such objectors 

would not assert that they alone have experiences but would 

probably adopt the Wittgensteinian theory of logical parasitism, 

repudiating our belief that this does not give them other 

people's experiences in any significant sense). For 

independent ontological status for other people's experiences 
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seems. to involve a rej ecti.on of all logical links between 

experiences and bodies (_since, as we have seen, it requires 

rejection of complete logical parasitism and, although a 

partial logical connection might be a theoretical possibility, 

it is hard to see what form the latter could take). And 

Strawson for one has argued that an essential component in the 

numerical identity of an experience is whose experience it is, 

f . . t . . . t 16 T · in the sense o which body i is associated wi h. hus it 

would appear that the conception of other people's experiences 

that we have argued to be required is one that would make it 

impossible even to numerically identify an experience. But 

suppose that while agreeing that exp~riences must be identified 

partJ,yby whose experiences they are, we refuse to construe 

this in terms of association with particular physical bodies. 

Then of course it is incumbent upon us to explain in terms of 

what we do understand the notion of an experience's being had 

by some particular person. It would be possible here to 

invoke Cartesian souls, but it does not seem necessary to do so. 

For since singular· terms referring to Cartesian souls and 

variables ranging over Cartesian souls could presumably .. be 

limited to occurrence within the context 'is an experience had 

by ' the latter could be regarded as a unitary phrase. 

Hume seems to be right in thinking that my self, over and 

above the experiences it has, is a chimera. In a solipsistic 

world this means that no reference to persorn is needed, since 



the only person that could be referred to is myself and 

Hume's point shows that this is not necessary. In our 
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broader world, it implies that although there must be apparent 

reference to persons in the idiom 'is experienced by 

the latter should not be taken as literally asserting a 

relation between an experience and a person but merely as 

expressing an unanalyzable property of experiences. But, it 

will be urged, the essence of our original problem still 

remains. It may now be expressed by asking what kind of 

property is involved here. My response to this will seem 

unsatisfactory, but I think it is ultimately defensible. I 

think it can be maintained that any workable world-view 

must include a reference to properties or relations the 

nature or 'content' of which we have no understanding of, and 

that the properties that we are dealing with here belong to 

this category. I shall refer to such properties and relations 

as 'inscrutable. 1 The countenancing of them may appear highly 

objectionable, but if I can indeed argue that any plausible 

system must recognize at least some inscrutable properties 

or relations, then the objectionable aspects of doing so will 

either have to be tolerated or shown to be illusory. It seems 

to me that certain spatial and temporal predicates of a type 

which must figure in any acceptable world-view can plausibly 

be argued to be inscrutable in my sense. Consider the 

assertion that a certain experience occurs after a certain 
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other experi.ence. I do not think that I can say that I have 

any understanding of the content of such an assertion. I 

can picture the tafterness' involved on the analogy of a 

spatial dimension, but such picturing is only picturing and 

the analogy is only an analogy. It does not- represent the 

true nature of the relation. It may be argued that when 

two e.xperiences of the same person occur very close together 

in time so that they are as it were enveloped in a single 

piece of consciousness, the person concerned has an 

immediate apprehension of the nature of the temporal relation 

of succession. This may or may not be so,~but it clearly 

does nothing to throw light on the case where the two 

experiences are far apart in time. It should be noted that 

what we have here is not mere 'ineffability' such as might be 

held to characterize the meaning of a· predicate lils:e; · s~y, 

'redt. It is not merely that we cannot define or describe 

what is involved; we do not even have any intuitive understanding 

of it. 

There may be some systems in which the notion of one 

experience's following another is not taken as basic. In 

such systems an assertion of this kind might be subjected to a 

truly reducfive process which issues in a translation in terms of 

the. primitives of the system. Or alternatively, the relation 

to the primitives might be of the weaker kind describable as 

'logical parasitism'. But an obscurity of the kind we are 
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dealing with here seems too deep-seated to be removed by 

such methods. If they were used, the obscurity would surely 

reappear in at least some of the primitives of the system. 

So I think we can conclude that attribution of experiences 

to persons do not add a defect to any system which it would 

not already have in some form. Of course, it may be argued 

that we should have as few inscrutable properties as possible, 

but this is a much weaker argument, particularly in view.of 

the fact that the inscrutable properties in question do, as 

we have seen, have some inductive grounding, and that with

out them we cannot really avoid solipsism. 

Before we leave this part of the argument there 

is something that should be said about inscrutable properties 

which will hopefully be somewhat reassuring. This is that 

it is not the case that we cannot say anything about them. 

In the case of 'temporally succeeds', for example, we can at 

least say that this relation is transitive, asymmetric and 

irreflexive. Ih the case of 'is an experience of.!:' we can 

say, for one thing, that ~otnep~prcpertfet !Qf experiences 

having this property are closely correlated with the properties 

of a particular physical body (this is a matter of definition 

the property of being an experience of 4 is '.introduced 

preci_sely as a property of entities whose postulated nature 

is to bear such a relation to a particular physical body). 

But it is clear that such facts about inscrutable properties 
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do not exhaust their content -- and this is what makes 

them inscrutable. 

Another line of attack on our position might be 

derived from the ideas of Michael Dummett. Although he 

has never positively embraced a (controversial) anti-

realistic position, Dummett has spent much of his career 

showing how it is possible to argue for anti-realism in 

many spheres. It might therefore be thought that his view-

point would have a lot in common with that of the present 

work. But in fact if Dununett's arguments are to be taken 

seriously, they would seem to imply a far narrower ontology 

than even I am prepared to tolerate. For Dununett's idea is 

that no statement can be regarded as being objectively true 

or false that we could not in principle recognize as being 

true or false. Now it is clear that on my conception other 

people's experiences are not such that I can recognize them 

as obtaining or not obtaining. Hence Dummett's argument 

would lead one to take an anti-realist view of other people's 

experiences understood in this manner. 

So what is Dummett's argument? His first point is 

that acceptance of realism with respect to some particular 

sphere entails acceptance of a truth-conditions theory of 

menaing for sentences apparently referring to entities within 

that sphere. This means that if a speaker conceives some 

. 'F.l. category of entities realistically and if is a one-place 
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predi~ate which he and other speakers apply to some members 

of this category, a representation of what this speaker knows 

in knowing how to use lr' will consist in sentences of the 

type t I 4 ,·J p 1 is true if and only if a. is r 1 
. Dummett 

then points out that such knowledge must be manifested in 

some way and he argues that it can only be manifested by an 

ability to recognize whether or not the truth-condition 

obtains that is, to go through a decision-procedure 

resulting in a 'yes' or 'no' conclusion as to its obtaining 

and classify the sentence as 'true' or 'false' accordingly. 

Consequently a truth-conditions theory seems quite inappro-

priate for sentences -- like those concerning infinite 

totalities, for example -- which cannot be recognized as 

being true or false. Hence one cannot take a realist view 

17 
of what such sentences concern. 

We cannot possibly accept the conclusion of this 

argument without revising our theory for it would require 

us to take an anti-realist view of many things about which 

we are realists. We have already mentioned that it would 

preclude us taking a realist view of other people's 

experiences. But in fact the divergence is even greater than 

18 
this, for as Colin McGinn points out, Dummett's view 

would even require us to give up a realist conception of our 

own past experiences. 

McGinn has provided a plausible answer to DuITu~ett's 
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19 
argument. He agrees that knowledge of realist truth-

conditions must be man~festable in some way,:but argues that 

it need not be manifestable by a capacity to recognize _these 

conditions as obtaining. He argues that provided one can have 

a ~onception of states of affairs that transcend experience, 

there is no reason why knowledge of T-sentences should not 

be manifestable simply by a capacity to correctly interpret 

sentences as referring to such states of affairs. And the 

belief that one cannot acquire such a conception is, according 

to McGinn, just a dogma. 

I agree with this response of McGinn's. My anti-

realism with respect to physical things is not founded on 

Dumrnett's radical approach, but on the considerations raised 

in the previous section. Another consequence of this divergence 

between Dummett ts approach and the present one consists in a 

difference of attitude towards infinity. Dummett will not 

accept a realist account of statements that quantify over an 

infinite domain. This is reminiscent of mathematical 

intuitionism, and Dullh~ett himself explicitly maintains that 

the argument used to support it is a generalization of the 

intuitionists' central argument to areas beyond mathematics~ 0 

This is the argument that truth-conditions must be recognizable, 

which is given extra·· support, as we have seen, by Dummett' s 

reference to the manifestation of linguistic knowledge. And 

it is clear that the argument would entail rejecting a realist 

account of sentences quantifying over infinite totalities, 
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because their truth-conditions, if such existed, would not be 

capable of being recognized as obtaining or not obtaining. 

I shall not embark on a detailed defence of my position 

on this point, but it does seem to me that, for example, the 

statement that a reiteration of experiences of a certain 

type lastsforever makes sense in the straightforward kind 

of way that a realist interpretation requires. So in our 

system we should want this statement to be empirically true, 

if at all, not in virtue of its acceptability relative to lJ , 
but in virtue of its actually being satisfied by l) . There 

is nothing to stop (}, as the totality of all experiences, 

from containing an infinite number of members. This means 

that even if there were a super-being able to survey the 

entire contents of l.J, he might not be able to calculate the 

empirical truth-value of every sentence that had an empirical 

truth-value. Sentences dealing with infinite sets of exper

iences would constitute a problem for him. He could be aware 

of each member of such a set at some time i.e. of each ex

perience relevant to determining the empirical truth-value of 

the sentence in question, but for this being to actually make 

the determination he would have to be aware of all of them 

at the same time, which is impossible. For Dummett, however, 

the super-being would beanniscient, since according to his 

(tentative) view, there are no truths. that could not in 

principle be recognized as true. In contrast, we accept 
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the possibility of a truth which could not be known to be true, 

although it must always be as it were a function of truths 

. d 21 b . f. . t f . which coul . A statement a out an in ini e set o experi-

ences may be regarded as an infinite conjunction of statements 

all of which could in principle be recognized as true or false 

by someone. This observation could in fact be used as an 

argument for our position as against Durrunett's. For how could 

a conjunction (albeit an infinite one) of statements all of 

which had an objective truth-value itself fail to have an 

objective truth-value? 

We have given indications of how one can partially 

justify a belief in other people's experiences. Can justifi-

cation also be given for belief in other experiences not 

immediately present to one, such as one's own future and 

past experiences? There is a fairly obvious inductive argu-

ment for the existence of one's future experiences based on 

the fact that one's experiences are associated with the state 

of a particular body and that one has good reason to suppose 

that that body will continue to exist in the future at least 

for some time. But this argument presupposes the reality of 

the past experiences that support these beliefs. Thus 

rational belief in the future seems to depend upon belief 

in the past. I shall not pursue the question of whether one 

can justify the latter. It seems likely that our minimum 

'bearable' ontology includes more than can be shown to be 

rationally defensible in the strict sense. 



NOTES 

CHAPTER ONE 

1 In Quine, From A Logical Point of View, pp. 1-19. 

2Ibid. p. 13. 
3 Ibid . p . 13 . 
4of course, we have not mentioned Quine's arguments 

for his criterion. Anyone~ who indeed thought that 'Some 
species are cross-fertile' really does commit one to the 
existence of cross-fertility would presumably want to know 
the justification for the criterion. But in fact it is -via 
the consideration of such questions as whether the use of a 
predicate commits one to a belief in properties that Quine 
is led to adopt his criterion. His reason for answering 
'no' to this particular question is, in effect, that he cannot 
see what good reason one could have for giving an affirmative 
answer. One possible reason - that the use of an expression 
always involves naming something, and hence that a predicate 
must name a property - is disposed of in the course of his 
paper. 

5The idea of such a program is presented in 
Davidson, "Truth and Meaning", · 

6The reader will almost certainly be aware that 
we are talking here about a project which many of the 
logical positivists advocated. See Hempel, "Problems and 
Changes in the Empiricist Criterion of Meanings", p. 179. 

7see Quine, Word and Object, pp. 32-33. I derive 
the idea of thi.s. type of approach to meaning (not just the 
concept of stimulus-meaning) from Quine. It seems to 
represent the kind of theory that Quine himself would like, 
as indicated by "Two Dogmas of Empiricism" (pp. 20-46 of 
From a Logical Poiht or View) and the early chapters of 
Word and Object. 

8 Though one should add here the comment that the 
sense of the word 'real' associated with representational 
theories is the one that seems relevant to the philosophical 
problem of ontology. It is the only kind of reality worth 
getting worried about. 

9we have given some reasons for doubting that 
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tformalist' theories of meaning do not involve us in 
ontological commitments-. But this does not prove that 
representational ones do. One could, however, perhaps 
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try to address particular doubts. Consider the following: 
a Tarsk~-Davidson theory for, say, English is a set of 
stipulations intended to generate the totality of sentences 
of the type '"Snow is White" means in English that Snow is 
white.' But the latter are trivial facts that no one can 
dispute. How then can they involve us in anything so 
serious as an ontological commitment? The answer is that 
it is an essential presupposition of the appropriateness 
of giving a Tarski-Davidson theory for a language that 
when one is told that "Snow is whiten means in English 
that snow is white, or alternatively (to remove the similarity 
between object language and metalanguage, which is a red
herring here) that '"Snow is Whiten signifie en anglais 
que la neige est blanche' one is being told something 
significant,_ that this is the way to explain what the 
meaning of a sentence is. But it is hard to interpret 
that claim without supposing that we are being presented 
with a 'picture' theory of meaning on the lines of say, 
Wittgenstein's 'Tractatus' - a type of theory that does seem 
to involve us in genuine ontological commitments. 

The reader may perhaps have hoped for a more exact 
characterization of the difference between representational 
and non-representational theories in this chapter. 
Unfortunately, this is very difficult to achieve. Perhaps 
the easiest way of showing what is intended is to give examples 
of representational theories. These would include the theory 
of language presented in Wittgenstein's 'Tractatus', that 
of R. Carnap in his Introduction to Semantics 1 that of N.L. 
Wilson in his The Concept of Language (a development of 
Carnap's views) and of course, Davidson's theory. I am not 
suggesting that there are not crucial differences between 
these various theories, but at the same time there do seem 
to be underlying similarities that justify grouping them 
together and considering them all to have the ontological 
implications I have attributed to 'representational theories'. 
One thing that all of them seem to involve is some kind of 
correspondence between linguistic units on the one hand and 
types of non-linguistic entities on the other. This is 
no more than an impressionistic remark. However, it nay help 
us to clear up a certain misunderstanding.' Strictly, saying 
that an explication of 'fJ' is representational does not 
settle precisely what ontological commitment is involved in 
the use of 'tp' . This depends on what <?.~ is actually con
strued as representing - what precisely '~'is thought of 
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as 'corresponding to' in the extra-linguistic realm. If 
it is taken as representing ¢-hood (as it might be in 
Wilson's theory, for example) then the commitment is to 

¢-hood. If, on the other hand it is taken as repre
senting tis - things that are ¢ (as it might be in 
Davidson's theory where one might have a clause of the 
form 'an obj_ect satisfies 1tpJ if and only if it is ¢ ' 
in which case the correspondence might very well be 
one-to-many), the commitment is precisely to (f) 1 • Thus 
when in the text it is said that an ontological corrunit
ment to f;s is involved in a theory that entails '(3~_}t/J~ 1 

when tf/>' is to be explicated representationally, this 
must be understood strictly as referring to a particular 
kind of representational explanation. 



CHAPTER TWO 

1 r could, following writers like Michael Dummett, 
use the term 'assertability' instead of 'acceptability', 
except that 'assertability of S ' should mean 'extent to 
which it would be correct to assert S ' and this, strictly 
speaking, depends on other factors in addition to the likeli
hood of S' '.s being true (for example, whether S is relevant 
to the matter in hand). 

A more important point is that our notion of 
acceptability relative to a set of experiences is only 
applicable to what Quine calls 'eternal sentences' i.e. 
context-independent sentences like 'The object H.J. Simmons 
points to at 5.00 p.m. on October 12th, A.D. 1982 is red 
at that time,' not context-dependent sentences like 'This is 
red.' The acceptability of sentences of the latter kind must 
be taken as relative not just to experience-sets (which render 
them more or less 'likely' given their precise reference) but 
also to contexts (which give them their precise reference). 
Such sentences would therefore presumably have to be dealt 
with by means of some kind of theoretical structure grafted 
onto the main structure for dealing with eternal sentences. 
It should be noted that for the purpose of 'explicating 
concepts' an exclusive concern with eternal sentences is not 
unreasonable. 

2There are a number of terms used in this chapter, 
including 'acceptability', which, strictly, should always 
have 'relative to a set of experiences'J or something similar, 
attached to them. However, I often use them elliptically 
without any such phrase, intending the reader to fill in for 
himself the appropriate additional words. 

3By 'characteristics' we really mean characte~istics 
not logically connected with relations which their possessors 
may bear to non-members of the set. Without this qualification 
almost any information about the world of experiences could be 
considered as bound up within any particular set of experiences. 
For example, if a certain experience ,5 within a set E. is 
blue and if we count as one of the characteristics of Q the 
property of being the same in· color as some other expe;ience 

' , not within J;,. , the acceptability of some p relative to 
-E might be affected by the fact that some non-member of ~ 

viz. ! is blue, which is contrary to our intention. 
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4
The word 'render' should be taken seriously here. 

An examination of any set of experiences will leave one 
certain of a statement of the form Pv~r for example, but it 
is not the examination that renders it certain. The relationship 
involved is stronger than either material or strict implication. 
So logically valid statements are not satisfied by sets of 
experiences on this approach (nor can they have acceptabilities 
relative to sets of experiences). What makes such a statement 
logically valid is not satisfaction by every or any set of 
experiences but rather its following from some stipulated set 
of logical axioms. 

5rt might be wondered why we do not cover the case 
where every member of 0( is a theorem. In such a case S too 
would be a theorem, but it should be remembered that we do not 
want theorems satisfied by sets of experiences (see note 4). 

6This definition already presupposes that o/ and S 
satisfy the conditions already stated viz. that of entails 

S , S is not contained in cl , and that situation (B) 
(p. 29) obtains in relation to ol and S 

P is 

..,,{. is 

is p 

pis 

7rn our example on pp. 30-31, ' is Z,:>110~ ;:1r J and 
p:;,r. 
8 

In our example 
p::;,1"" 

9In our example 

10 
In our example 

11'>1' _, 1. ::>)' J and 
11 

In our example 

on p. 31, ,, is [ /' ::'J 1, ; "::1r J and 

on pp. 31-32, ~I is f'Lt:t. and P._2 

on p .. 3 4, l..JJ is tp .... )' _;,~.,, 'j, =»J"" J, 
P lS ~?r . 

Q is p -:>r . 
on pp. 3 4-3 5, -( is [ r :>,.,,"J."r] and 

12This is emphasized, for example, by A.J. Ayer in 
The Problem of Knowledge, Chapter 3, Section (vii). The whole 
orientation of this chapter owes much to the discussion found 
here. Ayer sees clearly that it is possible to maintain that 
the meaning of physical language is to be explained in terms of 
sense-data without being a phenomenalist in the strict sense. 

l3urmson, Philosophical Analysis: Its Development 
Between the Two World Wars, p. 156. 
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14
The reader w~ll very likely be unconvinced by what 

I have. s.ai_d about causal implications. Let me try to adopt 
a more forceful approach. Let us use the term 'verificationism' 
wi.th respect to a parti.cular class of expressions to refer 
to the thesis that one can give an adequate account of the use 
of those expressions simply be describing (a) the kinds of 
observation that·-justify their application and (b) the kinds 
of observation that can be inferred from their correct 
application (the ap~arent reference to 'possible observations' 
here is superficial. What we would really invoke are 
conditionals of a type similar, if not identical, to the very 
category of causal implications whose analysis we are discussing). 
Let us use the term 'actualism' to refer to the thesis that 
causal implications tell us only about the actual course of 
events in the world (this includes future states of the world) 
-- that they do not ·tell us about possibilities or possible 
worlds. Clearly if verificationism is true with respect to 
causal implications, then actualism is true. This follows 
straightforwardly from the fact that our observations can only 
be of the actual, not of the possible. But the crucial question 
is obviously whether verificationism is true with respect to 
causal implications. My suggestion iS-that the only good reasons 
one can ever have for resisting verificationism with respect 
to any-·class of expressions will be essentially metaphysical 
in nature. That is to say, they will be based on the fact 
that one has a commitment to certain para-observational 
entities -- perhaps because one thinks that there are good 
reasons for believing that such entities exist, or merely that 
one finds it impossible not to believe in such entities. The 
kinds of reason that I do not think that one can have for 
rejecting verificationism are those connected with the ideal 
of pragmatic adequacy -- arguments to the effect that the 
verificationist account does not do justice to the actual use 
of the expressions in question. For how could a verificationist 
account, being of the very nature that it is, fail to do justice 
to that (the arguments of the early part of Quine's Word and 
Object are perhaps relevant here. See McGinn, "Truth and Use", 
pp. 32-3)? If I am right about this, then the non-actualists 
will have to come up with some good metaphysical reasons for, 
say, believing in possible worlds, before we can take their 
approach seriously. In the absence of such good reasons, I 
think we should opt for actualism, despite its technical 
difficulties. 

l5Quine, From a Logical Point of View, pp. 65-79. 
16Wilson, nspace, Time and Individuals," pp. 589-98. 
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17Putnam, Mind, Language and Reality, p. 227. 

~ 8 The phrase 'semantic theory' seems a convenient way 
of referring to a theory for determining the acceptabilities 
of sentences relative to sets of experiences. However, it 
should be remembered that such a theory contains as a crucial 
element rules which have more to do with confirmation theory 
than with semantics. 

19This obviously presupposes that we do have some 
other than mere recognition of linking sense-data with 
particular objects. One way of establishing a given link 
of this kind might be by observing that it is the simplest 
hypothesis available under the circumstances. 

way 



CHAPTER THREE 

1This follows the same broad pattern as Wilson's 
definition of atomic truth in The Concept of Language, p. 91. 
Of course, apparent reference to propositions is ultimately 
to be explained non-representationally. 

2rn fact we make it the case that no theorems are 
empirically true. It is only strictly necessary to deprive 
a theorem of empirical truth in the kind of case discussed 
in the text, but it is more convenient to withhold it from 
all theorems. Hence the statement made above that a neces
sary condition of empirical truth was having a high accepta
bility relative to U or being satisfied by U was correct 
(we did not need to add 'or is a theorem'). 

3This is reminiscent of the 'performative theory' 
of truth. See, for example, Strawson, "Truth". 

r 4Note that the converse does hold. S does follow 
from S is empirically true., (at least if the object 
language is part ~f the metalanguage) . 

5 h . . d ld h T e suggestion mentione wou , as we ave seen, 
be more appropriate for our notion of redundancy truth. 
However, one of the reasons why we need empirical truth 
in addition to redundancy truth is infact to explain why 
'The evidence now favours S , but S is false' is not 
self-contradictory (even though it may be self-defeating). 
The explanation is that the falsity referred to is empirical 
falsity, not redundancy falsity. 

6Throughout this section 'true' is to be taken to 
mean 'empirically true'. 

7 . . 
Quine, From a Logical Point of View, pp. 7-8. 

8
The mathematical probability of the occurrence of 

~11.o~~a large nu~b7r of i~dependent events each having the 
indiviaual probability 0.75, say, will be much smaller than 
0.75. Now it is true that our acceptabilities are not 
mathematical probabilities, but one would expect them to 
conform to a similar pattern. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

1These considerations suggest that explications 
in the present sense differ from conventional definitions 
in that they do not have to be capable of being understood 
by someone who does not understand the expressions they 
explicate. I owe these comments to Mr. B.F. McGuinness. 

2This point comes from Colin McGinn's "Truth and 
Use", pp. 32-33, except that McGinn, connecting acceptance 
of bivalence with realism, states that it is realism itself 
that Quine's pluralism of possible theories allows him to 
maintain. 

3The example is from N.J. Griffin, "Sense-data" 
(unpublished). Griffin actually uses it against a different 
kind of adverbial theory according to which perceptual 
qualities should be analyzed in terms of the way things 
look (i.e. common-sense things, not images). I think that 
the example is indeed more effective against that than 
against the type of theory discussed in the text. 

4chisholrn, Theory of Knowledge, p. 95 

5 Ryle, The Concept of Mind, p. 203 

6one thing that it clearly does not consist in is 
the literal possession of a third dimension. For a real 
third dimension in sensations would presumably be incapable 
of simulation in terms of the 'first two' as in a picture. 
Depth is not a real dimension just because it is marked out 
as separate from the 'first two'. 

7of course, this quality of visual depth should 
be carefully distinguished from the real physical depth 
which the object corresponding to the sense-datum may or 
may not have and of which the visual depth is a sign. This 
'real depth' is more like the case of two sense-data belonging 
to the same object. 

8Quinton, "The Problem of Perception", p. 70. 

9 Ayer, The Problem of Knowledge, p. 58. 

10 raem. 
11Quinton Op. Cit. p. 68. 
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12 Goodman, The Structure of Appearance, p. 101. 

13 . 't 80 81 Quinton Op. Ci . pp. - . 

14The question arises, not just of whether it would 
be possible to give up thinking of physical objects as 
literally real, but also of whether it would be possible 
to give up using physical object language altogether. It 
seems to me that this would be possible for beings pyscho
logically and cognitively constituted very differently from 
us (who could, for example, give very accurate descriptions 
of their experiences). I also think that it would be pos
sible in principle to develop rules for predicting future 
experiences on the basis of past ones that referred only 
to experiences, but presumably there would be no straight
forward isomorphism between such rules and the structure 
of physical language, since otherwise straightforward 
reduction of the physical to the phenomenal would be pos
sible, which, as we have seen, it is not. 

15 
Ayer Op. Cit. pp. 144-148. 

16 straw~on, Individuals, chapter Three. 

17
one source for Dummett's argument if "What is a 

Theory of Meaning? (II)" in G. Evans and J. McDowell {ed.), 
Truth and Meaning. 

18 . . 36 McGinn Op. Cit. p. . 

19
rbid. p. 30 

20 
Dummett, Truth and Other Enigmas, p. 17. 

21 b'd I i • p. xxvii. 
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